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Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,
Is our destined end or way;
But to act, that each to-morrow
Find us farther than to-day.

Art is long, and Time is fleeting,
And our hearts, though stout and brave,
Still, like muffled drums, are beating
Funeral marches to the grave.

Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time;

Footprints, that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.

Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
"A Psalm of Life"
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Steady State Control of the Cellular Response to Stress

by

Paul Michael Loriaux

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioinformatics & Systems Biology

University of California, San Diego, 2013

Professor Alexander Hoffmann, Chair
Professor Pavel Pevzner, Co-Chair

In response to stress, intracellular signaling proteins activate gene expression programs that protect the cell, address the instigating stress, or result in programmed cell death. In many cases, information about the stimulus is encoded in the dynamics of the signal. Stress-induced signaling dynamics can therefore dictate the cellular response to stress. Recently, it was shown that these dynamics are affected by the resting state of the cell prior to stimulation. If this relationship between steady state and stimulus-induced dynamics was known, then we might predict the cellular response to a particular stimulus using steady state measurements, or engineer a stimulus to elicit a desired response. These are the foundations of diagnostic biomarkers and personalized medicine. To characterize
the relationship between steady state and the cellular response, I developed a suite of computational methods and applied them to the p53, NF-κB, and cell death pathways. First, I developed a method to derive analytical expressions for the steady states of mass action models. By applying this method to a model of cell death, I show how the steady state concentrations of different signaling proteins can affect the tolerance to the death-inducing ligand, TRAIL. Next I extended this method to examine perturbations in the steady state that don’t affect the steady state protein concentrations. Applying this method to the p53 and NF-κB stress-response pathways, I show that a protein turnover signaling motif controls the stimulus-sensitivity of these two different pathways. Finally, using a Monte Carlo method, I show how sampling of the steady state prior to simulation can identify steady state predictors of the response to TRAIL. Interestingly, kinetic features, rather than steady state concentrations, figured prominently among the best predictors. If true, this has severe consequences for clinical biomarker discovery, which is based on measurements of protein abundance and not kinetic features.
1.1 The cellular response to stress

Cells must constantly respond to stress in their environment. Depending on the nature of the insult, cells can experience metabolic, ribotoxic, or oxidative stress, as well as DNA damage, heat shock, or ligand-induced aggregation of cell death receptors [1, 2]. In response to stress, transient activation of signaling molecules activate gene expression programs that function to protect the cell, arrest the cell cycle, or initiate programmed cell death. DNA damage caused by ionizing radiation or ultraviolet light, for example, activates the transcription factor p53, causing cell-cycle arrest, apoptosis, and DNA repair [3]. The inflammatory cytokine tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF), and the pathogen-derived lipopolysaccharide (LPS), activate the transcription factor NF-κB resulting in expression of target genes that control cell survival and division [4]. In cells with compromised NF-κB activity, TNF stimulation results in activation of executioner caspases and cell death [5].

Because transient activation of signaling molecules is a hallmark of the response to stress, it is no surprise that the dynamics of activation are an important determinant of the cellular response [6, 7, 8]. In response to ionizing radiation (IR), for example, cells that experience pulses in p53 recover from the insult, while sustained p53 activation results in senescence [9]. Negative feedback attenuation of NF-κB in response to TNF, versus sustained activation in response to LPS, results
in TNF- and LPS-specific gene expression programs [10, 11, 12]. And temporal segregation of TNF-induced activation of IKK – the canonical kinase responsible for activating NF-κB – from activation of the pro-apoptotic MAP kinase (MAPK), is thought to be a major contributor to the cytoprotective effects of NF-κB [13].

Modulating the dynamics of signaling molecules in response to stimulation may therefore be a ubiquitous mechanism for encoding information about the instigating stimulus. However, it remains unclear how the resting state of the cell prior to stimulation affects these dynamics. Characterizing this relationship is important because aberration of the resting state is known to adversely affect cellular responsiveness and human health. Cells with increased abundance of p53 or its negative regulator Mdm2, for example, have compromised sensitivity to IR [14, 15, 16, 17]. Stable overexpression of the negative regulator A20 results in dampened NF-κB activation in response to TNF and inflammatory tolerance [18]. And cells that overexpress the antiapoptotic proteins Bcl-xL or Bcl-2 are insensitive to stimulation by the death-inducing TNF superfamily member, TRAIL [19, 20, 21].

If the abundance of intracellular signaling molecules affect the stimulus-induced dynamics and cellular response to stress, other studies have shown that the kinetics of protein turnover, and not their outright abundance, can affect the cell’s response as well. For example, high turnover of a cell surface receptor is required to maintain a linear, non-refractory response to a broad range of stimulus concentrations [22]. And cells conditioned in an inflammatory environment experience elevated activity of IKK and turnover of IκBα – the primary inhibitor of NF-κB – resulting in hypersensitivity to ribotoxic stress [23].

The ability to systematically characterize this complex relationship between steady state and response would greatly enhance our understanding of stimulus-induced dynamics and the cellular response to stress. In what follows, I describe the development and application of computational methods to investigate the steady state control of p53, NF-κB, and cell death in response to different stress-inducing stimuli. First, in chapter 2 I describe a method, *py*-substitution, for deriving analytical expressions for the steady states of a common family of models, those that obey mass action kinetics. I then use this method to identify determinants
of sensitivity in TRAIL-induced cell death. In chapter 3 I extend \textit{py}-substitution to characterize the effects of steady state protein turnover on the specificity of the p53 and NF-\(\kappa\)B pathways. Finally, in chapter 4, I use Monte Carlo sampling of the steady state to identify predictors of the population response to TRAIL. The remainder of this chapter proceeds with an introduction and motivation of the methodology.

1.2 Methodology

Systematic changes in the resting states of living cells are difficult to engineer. Gene knockdowns using short interfering (si) RNA, for example, can be used to reduce the concentration of a target protein by blocking its translation [24, 25]. Changes in stimulus-responsiveness that result from siRNA knockdown, however, may be caused by a reduction in the protein’s turnover kinetics, its intended reduction in concentration, or both. RNA dilution in rapidly dividing cells [26] and secondary induction of the interferon response [27] can further cloud interpretation of the data. To control a protein’s turnover, tet-response elements can be introduced into its promoter [28, 29], or the protein can be tagged with an ssrA sequence for recognition by an inducible clpXP protease [30]. However, each target protein must be studied in isolation to avoid confounding effects from shared synthesis and degradation machinery [31]. Due to these inherent difficulties in effecting changes in the resting state of living cells, the relationship between resting state and stress responsiveness cannot be addressed by laboratory science alone.

As a complement to laboratory science, mathematical models have long been used in cell biology to rapidly investigate alternative hypotheses [32, 33, 34]. A model of p53 activation, for example, led to the discovery of the negative feedback regulator required for oscillations after stimulation by IR [35]. This same model was used by another group to show that heterogeneity observed in the population response to IR is due to stochasticity in protein synthesis, not in the processing of the signal itself [36]. A novel negative feedback regulator of NF-\(\kappa\)B was also discovered with the aid of a mathematical model [37]. Indeed, canonical NF-\(\kappa\)B
signaling may be one of the most frequently modeled systems in all of cell biology [38, 39]. Models of NF-κB activation have identified rapid degradation of unbound IκBα as being critical to TNF-induced NF-κB activity [23, 40], and the late-phase of IKK activity as required for distinguishing LPS from TNF stimulation [12]. Finally, models of cell death have revealed this pathway’s capability for bistability or ultrasensitivity, as well as the principle regulators of this important switching behavior [41, 42].

The mathematical formalisms used to model biological processes are as varied as the processes themselves [43]. On one end of the spectrum are those that require only knowledge of the network of interacting molecules. Assigning a binary value to each molecule and a boolean operator to each interaction yields a boolean logic model. This type of model was proposed 45 years ago by Stuart Kauffman [44, 45], and has been used extensively to identify dependencies in network behavior [46, 47]. Recently, this approach was extended to allow variables to exist on the continuous interval [0, 1] [48, 49]. These “fuzzy” logic models are a more natural representation of the probabilistic transitions between network states, and are more appropriate for reconciling large amounts of data with incomplete knowledge of an underlying network [50]. Still another formalism treats the reaction velocities as real-valued state variables, then uses the structure of the network to map these velocities onto the zero vector [51]. The solution space for this mapping is a high-dimensional polytope that defines the space of allowable steady states. Vertices on this polytope represent network optima, and their identification by linear programming is fundamental to metabolic engineering and genome-scale studies of metabolism [52, 53].

While these models are a powerful means to explore network behavior, because the concentrations of molecules are not explicit functions of time, they are inappropriate for studying signaling dynamics. To model dynamical systems, physicochemical models based on the Law of Mass Action are used instead [54]. Here, changes in molecule concentrations with respect to time are modeled as a system of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [55, 56]. Numerical integration of the ODEs from an initial condition gives the dynamic behavior of
the system in response to perturbation. Indeed, this methodology is so widespread
that it now enjoys a common interoperable language [57], software library [58, 59],
and database of curated models [60, 61]. In the chapters that follow I used mass
action models of stress-response pathways to elucidate behaviors that are governed
by the steady state. Prior to this, the basic tenets of mass action models are
introduced below, then applied to a simple negative feedback system by way of an
illustrative example.

1.3 Preliminaries

In this section I provide a brief mathematical foundation for models obeying
mass action kinetics. First, let \( \mathbb{N}_0 \) be the set of non-negative natural numbers and
\( \mathbb{R}_0 \) be the set of non-negative real numbers. Let \( \mathcal{A} = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_{d_x}\} \) be a set of
\( d_x \) species and \( \mathcal{R} = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_{d_k}\} \) be a set of \( d_k \) reactions. Each reaction \( r_j \in \mathcal{R} \)
follows the normal definition,

\[
r_j: s^\text{in}_{1,j} a_1 + s^\text{in}_{2,j} a_2 + \cdots + s^\text{in}_{d_x,j} a_{d_x} \rightarrow v_j \rightarrow s^\text{out}_{1,j} a_1 + s^\text{out}_{2,j} a_2 + \cdots + s^\text{out}_{d_x,j} a_{d_x}
\]

where \( s^\text{in}_{i,j} \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) is the stoichiometric coefficient of the \( i^{th} \) reactant and \( s^\text{out}_{i,j} \in \mathbb{N}_0 \)
is the stoichiometric coefficient of the \( i^{th} \) product [56]. We define \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}_0 \) to be
the concentration of species \( a_i \) and \( v_j \in \mathbb{R}_0 \) to be the velocity at which \( r_j \) converts
reactants into products. By the Law of Mass Action,

\[
v_j = k_j \prod_{i=1}^{d_x} x_i^{h_{i,j}}. 	ag{1.1}
\]

The quantity \( h_{i,j} \in \mathbb{R}_0 \) is often, but not necessarily, equal to \( s^\text{in}_{i,j} \). The coefficient
\( k_j \in \mathbb{R}_0 \) is called the rate constant. Assuming conservation of mass, the concentra-
tion \( x_i \) changes according to

\[
\dot{x}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{d_k} (s^\text{out}_{i,j} - s^\text{in}_{i,j}) v_j, \tag{1.2}
\]
where $\dot{x}_i$ is the first derivative of $x_i$ with respect to time. Any collection $\{A, R\}$ where the concentration $x_i$ of $a_i \in A$ obeys Equation 1.2 and the velocity $v_j$ of $r_j \in R$ obeys Equation 1.1 is called a mass action model. In what follows, we assume $i$, $i_1$, and $i_2$ are indices over the interval $1, \ldots, d_x$ and $j$ is an index over $1, \ldots, d_k$. When $v_1, \ldots, v_{d_k}$ are such that all

$$\dot{x}_i = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

the model is said to be at steady state. If all $v_j = 0$ we call the steady state trivial. In this manuscript we are typically concerned with symbolic, non-trivial solutions to Equation 1.3. A solution is symbolic if all $k_j$ and $x_i$ are left as uninterpreted variables, rather than being assigned numerical values. Finally, we make the distinction between $x_i(t)$, which is a function of time, and $\bar{x}_i$, which represents the steady state concentration of $a_i$ and is independent of time.

Let $x \in \mathbb{R}^{d_x}_0$ and $v \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k}_0$ be the vectors with elements $(x)_i = x_i$, and $(v)_j = v_j$. Throughout this manuscript, we use $(b)_i$ to denote the $i^{th}$ element of vector $b$ and $(A)_{ij}$ to denote the element at row $i$, column $j$ of matrix $A$. Let $S$ be the stoichiometric matrix, i.e., the matrix whose elements are $(S)_{ij} = s_{i,j}^{out} - s_{i,j}^{in}$. Using this notation, Equation 1.2 becomes

$$\dot{x} = Sv,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

and the steady state equation becomes

$$S\bar{v} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

Again, by convention, we use the overline to denote vectors that satisfy steady state.
1.4 An example

To motivate the methodology used over the next three chapters, we’ll consider a prototypical negative feedback model reminiscent of the p53 or NF-κB stress-response pathways (Figure 1.4A). In it, an activator X is constitutively expressed but catalytically degraded by an inhibitor, Y. The inhibitor is constitutively degraded but its synthesis requires X. Let $x_1$ and $x_2 \in \mathbb{R}_0$ denote the concentrations of X and Y, respectively. The set $\mathcal{R}$ of reactions for this model can then be given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_1: & \emptyset \xrightarrow{v_1} x_1 \\
    r_2: & x_1 \xrightarrow{v_2} x_1 + x_2 \\
    r_3: & x_1 + x_2 \xrightarrow{v_3} x_2 \\
    r_4: & x_2 \xrightarrow{v_4} \emptyset
\end{align*}
\]

The symbol $\emptyset$ represents a source or sink for mass and is not modeled by a time-varying species. From the set $\mathcal{R}$ we derive the stoichiometric matrix and reaction velocity vector,

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & -1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & -1
\end{bmatrix}, \quad v = \begin{bmatrix}
k_1 \\
k_2x_2 \\
k_3x_1x_2 \\
k_4x_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

By Equation 1.4 this results in the following system of equations,

\[
\begin{align*}
    \frac{dx_1}{dt} &= k_1 - k_3x_1x_2 \\
    \frac{dx_2}{dt} &= k_2x_1 - k_4x_2
\end{align*}
\]

Activation of X is achieved by instantaneous depletion of Y, the result of which is accumulation of X until negative feedback forces a return to steady state. The dynamics of this response can be described by two values: $A$, the amplitude
or maximum value of $X$ after stimulation, and $T$, the time at which $A$ is observed (Figure 1.4B). Parameters for this model were chosen such that the abundances of both $X$ and $Y$ are one arbitrary unit and $X$ achieves its maximum value of $A = 10$ a.u. at time $T = 24$, where the units of time are also arbitrary.

To characterize the effects of steady state on the dynamic response, it is tempting to look for analytical expressions for $A$ and $T$. If we could solve Equations 1.6 and 1.7 for $x_1$ and $x_2$ in terms of $t$, we could find a time $T = \arg \max_t x_1(t)$ and amplitude $A = x_1(T)$, resulting in expressions for $T$ and $A$, respectively, in terms of $k_1, \ldots, k_4$, and the boundary conditions $x_1(t \leq 0) = \bar{x}_1$ and $x_2(t \leq 0) = \bar{x}_2$. Unfortunately, Equation 1.6 is nonlinear in the time-dependent variables $x_1$ and $x_2$, making an analytical solution impossible. Note that Equation 1.6 is rendered nonlinear by the monomial $k_3 x_1 x_2$. This monomial describes the mass action velocity of $Y$-catalyzed degradation of $X$. In general, any biochemical reaction involving two or more molecules results in a nonlinear monomial with respect to time. As a result, mass action models in general can not be solved by analytical methods.

An alternative approach, however, is to derive an analytical solution for the steady state, then use numerical integration of the ODEs to investigate the impact of steady state on the dynamic response. A steady state solution for this system is any analytical relationship between $\bar{x}_1$, $\bar{x}_2$, and $k_1, \ldots, k_4$ that satisfies

$$0 = k_1 - k_3 \bar{x}_1 \bar{x}_2$$
$$0 = k_2 \bar{x}_1 - k_4 \bar{x}_2.$$

One obvious relationship is obtained by expressing the rates of synthesis, $k_1$ and $k_2$, in terms of the rates of degradation $k_3$ and $k_4$, and the steady state concentrations $\bar{x}_1$ and $\bar{x}_2$. This approach is prudent because measurements can often be found for protein concentrations and their rates of degradation [62]. Doing so gives
Figure 1.1: A prototypical negative feedback model. A. The activator X is constitutively expressed but catalytically degraded by an inhibitor, Y. The inhibitor is constitutively degraded but its synthesis requires X. B. A mass action model of the system in (A) was built and stimulated by instantaneously depleting Y. In response, X experiences a transient increase in concentration. This response can be characterized by two quantities: $A$ and $T$. C. Mathematical representation of the perturbed steady state, indicated by the prime symbol. D. The effects of changes to the steady state concentrations of X and Y on stimulus-responsiveness. E. The effects of changes to the rates of turnover in X and Y on stimulus-responsiveness. F. Monte Carlo sampling of a heterogeneous steady state population and its response to stimulus.
\[ k_1 = k_3 \bar{x}_1 \bar{x}_2 \quad (1.8) \]
\[ k_2 = k_4 \frac{\bar{x}_1}{\bar{x}_2} \quad (1.9) \]

With an analytical expression for the steady state (Figure 1.4C), the first analysis we might perform is to characterize the dependence of \( A \) and \( T \) on the steady state concentrations of \( X \) and \( Y \). To do so we let \( \bar{x}_1' = \phi_1 \bar{x}_1 \) and \( \bar{x}_2' = \phi_2 \bar{x}_2 \) represent the perturbed steady state. Next we let \( \phi_1 \) take values over some interval while holding \( \phi_2 = 1 \), then intergrate the ODEs and calculate \( A \) and \( T \) numerically (Figure 1.4D). Conversely, to investigate the dependence of \( A \) and \( T \) on the steady state concentration of \( Y \) we let \( \phi_2 \) take values of some interval while holding \( \phi_1 = 1 \). The results show that \( A \) scales with the steady state concentration of \( X \) while \( T \) is unaffected. In contrast, an increased concentration of \( Y \) results in increased responsiveness, characterized by an increase in \( A \) and a reduction in \( T \). This may seem counterintuitive, as \( Y \) is the “negative regulator” of \( X \). However, an increase in \( Y \) with no concomitant decrease in \( X \) forces an increase in the synthesis and degradation of \( X \), resulting in the observed increase in responsiveness.

This first type of analysis characterizes the relationship between the dynamic response and the steady state concentrations of \( X \) and \( Y \). Given measurements for \( X \) and \( Y \), we might conclude that we know a thing or two about how this system will respond to stimulation. However, the dynamic response can also depend on the kinetic rate constants, independently of \( X \) and \( Y \). To characterize these dependencies, we need to find perturbations in the rate constants that do not affect \( \bar{x}_1 \) and \( \bar{x}_2 \). Since both \( \bar{x}_1 \) and \( \bar{x}_2 \) are independent parameters, this is relatively simple in our prototypical negative feedback model. Let \( k_3' = \theta_1 k_3 \) and \( k_4' = \theta_2 k_4 \) be the perturbed steady state. Notice from Equations 1.8 and 1.9 that a perturbation \( \theta_1 \neq 1 \) results in a change to the rates of synthesis and degradation of \( X \) such that its steady state concentration is preserved. The same holds true for \( \theta_2 \) and \( Y \). If we let \( \theta_1 \) or \( \theta_2 \) take values over an interval, we can numerically integrate the ODEs and calculate \( A \) and \( T \) as before (Figure 1.4). The results show that an increase in the turnover of \( X \) results in increased responsiveness, identical to
the result obtained by increasing the concentration of Y. This result suggests that steady state turnover of X is the major determinant of responsiveness. In contrast, as the turnover of Y is increased, X experiences a faster but weaker activation in response to stimulation. I will have more to say about these results in Chapter 3.

Finally, we may wish to entertain uncertainty in the parameters and see how that uncertainty propagates into the response. This effectively models a heterogeneous population of cells and can be used to identify steady state features that correlate well with the response. To do so, we let the independent parameters be described by probability density functions and use Monte Carlo sampling and numerical integration to calculate $A$ and $T$. In Figure 1.4 we let

$$
\phi_1 \sim \phi_2 \sim \theta_1 \sim \theta_2 \sim U(-2, 2)
$$

then simulate the response of 100 randomly chosen samples. The results show that there is significant variation in $A$ and $T$ despite relatively little variation in the steady state itself. Interestingly, while some anticorrelation can be observed between $\bar{x}_2'$ and $T$, little to no correlation is observed between $\bar{x}_2'$ and $A$. This suggests that steady state features that are determinants of the dynamic response may nevertheless may not be good predictors of the response. All of these topics will be explore in much greater detail in the following chapters.

Chapter 1, in part, is a reprint of material as it appears in Methods in Cell Biology. Loriaux, Paul M; Hoffmann, Alexander, Elsevier 2012. Chapter 1 is also, in part, a reprint of material as it appears in Public Library of Science (PLoS) Computational Biology. Loriaux, Paul M; Tesler, Glenn; Hoffmann, Alexander, Public Library of Science 2013. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these papers.
Chapter 2

Deriving analytical expressions for the steady states of mass action models

The steady states of cells affect their response to perturbation. However, no method exists to systematically characterize the relationship between steady state and response. While mathematical models are established tools for studying cellular responses, characterizing their relationship to the steady state requires that it have a parametric, or analytical, expression. For some models, this expression can be derived by the King-Altman method. However, King-Altman requires that no substrate act as an enzyme, and is therefore not applicable to most models of signal transduction. For this reason I developed \textit{py}-substitution, a simple but general method for deriving analytical expressions for the steady states of mass action models. Where the King-Altman method is applicable, I show that \textit{py}-substitution yields an equivalent expression, and at comparable efficiency. We use \textit{py}-substitution to study the relationship between steady state and sensitivity to the anti-cancer drug candidate, dulanermin (recombinant human TRAIL). First, I use \textit{py}-substitution to derive an analytical expression for the steady state of a published model of TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Next, I show that the amount of TRAIL required for cell death is sensitive to the steady state concentrations of procaspase 8 and its negative regulator, Bar, but not the other procaspase
molecules. This suggests that activation of caspase 8 is a critical point in the death decision process. Finally, I show that changes in the threshold at which TRAIL results in cell death is not always equivalent to changes in the time of death, as is commonly assumed. This work demonstrates that an analytical expression is a powerful tool for identifying steady state determinants of the cellular response to perturbation.

2.1 Introduction

Transient activation of signaling molecules is a hallmark of the cellular response to perturbation. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the dynamics of signaling molecules can encode information about the instigating stimulus [12, 63, 64], and these dynamics are affected by the steady state prior to perturbation [65, 23]. Non-genetic variation in the proteome, for example, is sufficient to explain variability in the sensitivity of HeLa cells to the pro-apoptotic ligand TRAIL [66]. Like other TNF superfamily members, TRAIL is a promising anti-cancer therapeutic [67]. Recombinant human TRAIL, or dulanermin, as well as antibodies raised against the TRAIL receptors DR4 and DR5, are currently in clinical trials [68]. To improve the efficacy of these and other drugs, understanding how sensitivity is affected by the cellular resting state is of great importance [69].

Mathematical models are powerful tools for characterizing the behavior of signaling systems in response to perturbation [70, 33, 38, 39]. Assuming conservation of mass, these models equate the change in concentration of a molecular species with the sum of reaction velocities that produce the species, minus the sum of those that consume it. The reactions themselves are often modeled by the Law of Mass Action. This law assumes that the velocity of a reaction is proportional to the product of the concentrations of its reactants. Since many signaling reactions are bimolecular, the resulting mass balance equations are non-linear in the concentrations. A system is at steady state if no species is consumed faster than it is produced, nor produced faster than it is consumed. By this formalism, the steady state of a signaling system is equivalent to the root of a non-linear system.
of equations. Because of this, no universal method has been developed to identify the steady states of mass action models, despite their importance to basic and clinical research. As a result, even with the help of mathematical models, investigating the relationship between steady state and stimulus-responsiveness remains cumbersome.

With any model, simulating the response to perturbation often requires the system to be at steady state prior to perturbation. To achieve this, one of several techniques is currently used. The most common technique is to assume a “trivial” steady state where every reaction velocity is zero [71, 63]. While straightforward, this approach may not reflect biological reality, where tonic signaling is common [72, 73] and can strongly influence the response to perturbation [74, 75, 76]. A second technique is to approach the steady state asymptotically via numerical integration of the mass balance equations [10, 12, 39]. While this approach can yield non-trivial steady states, the number of integration steps required to reach the steady state may dominate the number of steps required to simulate the perturbation. Also, identifying the parameter values that result in a desired steady state is an inverse problem that requires non-linear optimization. For these reasons, numerical derivation of the steady state is impractical when characterizing its effect on the response to perturbation, and an analytical expression is required instead.

The best-known method for deriving analytical expressions for the steady states of mass action models was developed by King and Altman in 1956 [77]. This method assumes that all molecular species can be divided into enzymes and substrates, that no enzyme is itself a substrate, and that all substrates remain constant over the time-scale of steady state formation [78]. A number of improvements have been made to the King-Altman method over the years [79, 80, 81]. Many of these are now implemented in the Matlab application, KAPattern [82]. The King-Altman methodology was also recently formalized using concepts from algebraic geometry [78, 83], and extended to layered signaling cascades [84] and post-translational modification networks [85]. Despite these improvements, however, these methods do not extend to mass action models with arbitrary reaction structure, as is common in contemporary models of signaling systems. Further-
more, only the King-Altman method has been reduced to practice.

For these reasons we developed \textit{py}-substitution, a simple, algebraic method for deriving steady state expressions for mass action models with arbitrary structure. Our method can be explained using concepts from linear algebra, and full code has been provided for all examples in this manuscript, implemented in either Matlab or Maple. A particular benefit of \textit{py}-substitution is that it affords considerable flexibility when selecting independent quantities for the steady state expression. Often, this permits explicit derivation of kinetic rate constants from steady state concentration measurements. More generally, it allows independent quantities to be chosen that maximize incorporation of known or measured parameter values. This not only simplifies model fitting, but typically reduces the total number of parameters required as well. We compare \textit{py}-substitution to the King-Altman method and show that, where King-Altman is applicable, the two methods yield equivalent results. Computationally, however, we find that our method is more efficient, and, because \textit{py}-substitution does not require a particular reaction structure, more general than King-Altman.

Finally, we use \textit{py}-substitution to derive a steady state expression for a recent model of apoptosis induced by the death-receptor ligand TRAIL [71]. We find that incorporation of a non-trivial steady state changes the qualitative behavior of the model. Specifically, tonic signaling desensitizes the system to low doses of TRAIL, while high doses of TRAIL still result in the “snap-action” signaling dynamics indicative of cell death. We then systematically alter the steady state and show that changes in steady state affect the threshold at which TRAIL results in death. We find that the threshold is highly sensitive to the steady state abundances of procaspase 8 and its negative regulator, Bar, but not the other procaspase molecules. This suggests that the activation of caspase 8 is a critical point in the cell death decision. Finally, without recourse to a model that is tolerant to low doses of TRAIL, a common practice is to approximate the sensitivity to TRAIL by the time at which death occurs. Using our tonic signaling model, we show that these two metrics are not universally equivalent. Caution should therefore be taken when equating the dynamics of cell death with the probability that
2.2 Methods

In this section we describe the process for deriving analytical expressions for the steady states of mass action models using \textit{py}-substitution. First we review existing methods for deriving analytical expressions for the steady states of mass action models. Afterwards, we describe \textit{py}-substitution using some formal concepts from algebra. In the results section we provide several examples, beginning with a version of the classical Michaelis-Menten model of enzyme action. All code for these examples, as well as detailed instructions for use and full transcripts of the output, are provided in Protocol S1 and on our website, http://signalingsystems.ucsd.edu/pg/pysub.

2.2.1 Prior Work

Recall from Section 1.3 that we are interested in solutions to the steady state equation,

\[
S\bar{v} = 0,
\]

where \( S \) is the stoichiometric matrix and \( \bar{v} \) is a vector of reaction velocities. By convention we use the overline to denote vectors that satisfy steady state. Equation 2.1 is often seen in flux balance analysis [51, 86, 87, 88]. Here \( \bar{v} \) is a real-valued vector and is calculated numerically. However, prior work has shown that Equation 2.1 can also be used to calculate a vector of rate constants from a vector of steady state concentrations [89]. Let \( \bar{k} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k}_0 \) be the vector with elements \( (\bar{k})_j = k_j \). Let \( P_k \) be the diagonal matrix with elements \( (P_k)_{j,j} = (\partial v_j / \partial k_j) \). The vector \( \bar{v} \) can then be expressed as

\[
\bar{v} = P_k \bar{k}.
\]
Substituting Equation 2.2 into Equation 2.1 and solving for \( k \) yields the \( k \)-cone \([89]\) — equivalently, the left null space of the matrix product \( \mathbf{SP}_k \). Given a basis for this null space and a vector of steady state concentrations, a vector of rate constants can be calculated that satisfies Equation 2.1. While this approach is useful for deriving kinetic parameters from metabolomic measurements, it is less well suited to signaling systems where transient and low-abundance species confound accurate measurement of the concentrations.

If the velocity of every \( r_j \in \mathcal{R} \) is homogeneous of degree 1 in \( x_1, \ldots, x_{d_x} \), then an analogous approach allows \( \mathbf{v} \) to be expressed in terms of \( \mathbf{x} \). We call models that satisfy this condition linear models. An alternative, stoichiometric definition for a linear model is given by the following,

\[
\forall r_j \in \mathcal{R}, \sum_{i_1=1}^{d_k} s_{i_1,j}^{in} = \sum_{i_2=1}^{d_k} s_{i_2,j}^{out} = 1. \tag{2.3}
\]

Equation 2.3 requires that every reaction defines a transition from exactly one time-varying species to another. Let \( \mathbf{P}_x \) be the matrix with elements \((\mathbf{P})_{i,j} = (\partial v_i / \partial x_j)\). If \( \mathbf{v} \) is a vector of linear reaction velocities, it can likewise be expressed as

\[
\mathbf{v} = \mathbf{P}_x \mathbf{x}. \tag{2.4}
\]

Substituting Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.1 results in the matrix product \( \mathbf{SP}_x \), also called the Jacobian matrix \([90]\). Given a basis for the null space of the Jacobian, a vector of steady state concentrations can be calculated from a vector rate constants.

For linear models, an alternative, graphical method for deriving expressions for the steady state species concentrations was introduced by King and Altman in 1956 \([77]\). Notice that Equation 2.3 permits a two-dimensional indexing of the rate constants,

\[
k'_{i_1,i_2} = \begin{cases} k_j & \text{if } \exists r_j \in \mathcal{R}: s_{i_1,j}^{in} = s_{i_2,j}^{out} = 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \tag{2.5}
\]

We call \( k'_{i_1,i_2} \) a transition rate constant since the product \( k'_{i_1,i_2} x_{i_1} \) defines the rate
of transition from species $x_{i_1}$ to $x_{i_2}$. Substituting Equation 2.5 into Equations 1.1 and 1.2 gives

$$\frac{dx_{i_1}}{dt} = \sum_{i_2=1}^{d_x} k'_{i_2,i_1} x_{i_2} - x_{i_1} \sum_{i_2=1}^{d_x} k'_{i_1,i_2}. \quad (2.6)$$

By defining the matrix $K$ with elements

$$(K)_{i_1,i_2} = \begin{cases} k'_{i_2,i_1} & \text{if } i_1 \neq i_2, \\ \sum_{m \neq i_1} -k'_{i_1,m} & \text{if } i_1 = i_2, \end{cases} \quad (2.7)$$

the steady state equation becomes

$$Kx = 0. \quad (2.8)$$

Note that $K$ is simply the Jacobian matrix for a linear model, $K = SP_x$. The general solution to Equation 2.8 was found in [77] to be the vector $\mathbf{x}$ with elements

$$(\mathbf{x})_i = \frac{M_i}{\sum_{i_2=1}^{d_x} M_{i_2}}, \quad (2.9)$$

where $M_i$ is the $i^{th}$ minor of $K$, formed by removing its $i^{th}$ row and column and computing its determinant. For sufficiently small systems, Equation 2.9 can be solved directly using modern mathematical computing software [91]. Prior to the advent of modern computers, King and Altman realized that the minors can also be derived by graph theoretic means. Note that for a linear model, $A$ and $R$ imply a directed graph,

$$G = (A, R), \quad (2.10)$$

where each $a_i \in A$ defines a vertex and each $r_j \in R$ defines an edge between vertices $a_{i_1}$ and $a_{i_2}$ (provided $i_1$ and $i_2$ are such that $s_{i_1,j}^{in} = s_{i_2,j}^{out} = 1$). The King-Altman method enumerates for each species $a_i \in A$ the set $S_i$ of simple connected subgraphs.
\[ S_i = \{ G' = (X, \mathcal{R}') : \mathcal{R}' \subset \mathcal{R}, |\mathcal{R}'| = d_x - 1 \} \]

where vertex \( a_i \) has out-degree 0 and all other vertices have out-degree 1 \([79, 80]\). These are the directed spanning trees of \( G \), with all edges directed towards root \( a_i \). A subgraph \( G' \) is called a King-Altman pattern. The minor \( M_i \) can then be expressed as

\[
M_i = \sum_{G' \in S_i} \prod_{r_j \in \mathcal{R}'} k_j,
\]

where \( k_j = k'_{i_1,i_2} \) is the transition rate constant between species \( a_{i_1} \) and \( a_{i_2} \). For a more thorough derivation of the King-Altman method, see \([92]\).

Of course, many biochemical reactions are bimolecular. By Equation 1.1, the velocity of a bimolecular reaction is degree 2 in \( x_1, \ldots, x_{d_x} \). To preserve linearity, one can assume the concentration of one reactant is so high as to be effectively constant. This concentration is incorporated into the kinetic rate constant, and the techniques described above can still be used to solve Equation 1.3. If this assumption fails, then Equation 1.2 describes a polynomial in \( x_1, \ldots, x_{d_x} \) with coefficients in \( \mathbb{Q}[k_1, \ldots, k_{d_k}] \). In this case the solutions to Equation 1.3 form an algebraic variety. Deriving an expression for the steady state of a non-linear model thus requires finding a parameterization of the variety \([93]\). One way to achieve this is to calculate a Gröbner basis for the ideal generated by \( \dot{x}_1, \ldots, \dot{x}_{d_k} \) and eliminate variables \([94, 95]\). Alternatively, if the model displays certain structural properties, variables can be eliminated by identifying conservation relationships. The best-known example of this is when \( \{ A, \mathcal{R} \} \) defines a cascade of post-translational modifications. In this case, enzyme-substrate intermediates can be eliminated and the variety can be parameterized by rational functions of the free enzyme concentrations with coefficients in \( \mathbb{Q}(k_1, \ldots, k_{d_k}) \) \([78, 84]\). Although these methods do not require linearity, calculating a Gröbner basis can be computationally intractable, while identifying conservation relationships can be difficult for models of arbitrary reaction structure.
2.2.2 **Py-substitution**

*Py*-substitution allows mass action models to be solved using simple linear algebra. We make use of the following observations: (a) \( \dot{x}_i \) is always homogeneous of degree 1 in \( k_1, \ldots, k_{d_k} \), and (b) \( \dot{x}_i \) is often no greater than degree 2 in \( x_1, \ldots, x_{d_x} \). If a subset of elements in \( K \cup X \) can be found on which every \( \dot{x}_i \) has only linear dependence, then Equation 2.1 can be solved using linear methods.

To begin, we define sets of symbolic variables \( P = \{ p_1, \ldots, p_{d_p} \} \) and \( Y = \{ y_1, \ldots, y_{d_y} \} \) such that \( d_p + d_y = d_k + d_x \) and \( d_y \geq \text{rank } S \). We then relabel, or map, every element in \( K \cup X \) to a unique element in \( P \cup Y \) so that every \( \dot{x}_i \) is linear in \( Y \). By Equations 1.1 and 1.2 this requires that all \( v_j \) are linear in \( Y \). Variables that we want to remain independent, as well as variables on which \( \dot{x}_i \) has non-linear dependence, should be mapped to \( P \). As we shall see, there is considerable flexibility in choosing this map.

Let \( K \) and \( X \) be partitioned into disjoint (but possibly empty) subsets \( K = K_p \cup K_{lin} \) and \( X = X_p \cup X_{lin} \). We define \( \psi_p \) to be a bijective map

\[
\psi_p: \begin{cases} 
K_p \cup X_p & \rightarrow P \\
K_{lin} \cup X_{lin} & \rightarrow Y,
\end{cases}
\]

and extend it homomorphically over \( \mathbb{Q}[K][X] \). Our linearity restriction is to consider maps of this form such that

\[
\psi_p(v_j) = y_n \prod_{m=1}^{d_p} p_{m}^{h'_{j,m}} \tag{2.12}
\]

for some \( y_n \in Y \). For \( p_m = \psi_p(x_i) \), the exponent is \( h'_{j,m} = h_{i,j} \). For \( p_m = \psi_p(k_j) \), the exponent \( h'_{j,m} = 1 \). In words, \( \psi_p \) defines a change of variables such that \( \psi_p(v_j) \) is homogeneous of degree 1 in \( y_1, \ldots, y_{d_y} \). By Equation 1.2, \( \psi_p(\dot{x}_i) \) becomes a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1 in \( y_1, \ldots, y_{d_y} \) with coefficients in \( \mathbb{Q}[p_1, \ldots, p_{d_p}] \). We can now write

\[
\psi_p(v) = Py, \tag{2.13}
\]
where $\mathbf{P}$ is the $d_k \times d_y$ Jacobian matrix with elements $(\mathbf{P})_{ij} = (\partial v_i / \partial y_j)$. Here and elsewhere we use the notation $\psi(\mathbf{v}) = \mathbf{w}$ to mean that $\mathbf{w}$ is the vector formed by applying the function $\psi$ element-wise to $\mathbf{v}$. Note that the trivial partition $\mathcal{X}_{\text{lin}} = \mathcal{K}$ and $\mathcal{X}_p = \mathcal{X}$ recovers the $k$-cone procedure described above. For the remainder of this section, we treat $j$ as an index over $1, \ldots, d_y$. Substituting Equation 2.13 into Equation 2.1 gives

\[
\mathbf{Cy} = \mathbf{0} \tag{2.14}
\]

where $\mathbf{C} = \mathbf{SP}$ is called the coefficient matrix. The solution to Equation 2.14 is precisely the null space of $\mathbf{C}$. Let $\mathbf{N}$ be a matrix whose columns form a basis for this null space. Let $d_q$ be the number of columns in $\mathbf{N}$. By the rank-nullity theorem, we have

\[
d_q = \text{ncols } \mathbf{C} - \text{rank } \mathbf{C}, \tag{2.15}
\]

where $\text{ncols } \mathbf{C} = d_y$ is the number of columns in $\mathbf{C}$. Furthermore, because $\psi_p(\mathbf{v})$ is linear in $\mathbf{y}$ and $\psi^{-1}_p$ exists, the matrix $\mathbf{P}$ must be full rank. By the properties of the rank, we can write

\[
\text{rank } \mathbf{C} = \text{rank } \mathbf{SP} = \text{rank } \mathbf{S}. \tag{2.16}
\]

Together, Equations 2.15 and 2.16 give

\[
d_q = d_y - \text{rank } \mathbf{S}, \tag{2.17}
\]

thus calling for the constraint $d_y \geq \text{rank } \mathbf{S}$. This, in conjunction with Equation 2.12, are the only constraints on $\psi_p$. If we now let $\mathbf{y}$ be some linear combination of the basis vectors,

\[
\mathbf{y} = \mathbf{Nq}. \tag{2.18}
\]
then $\mathbf{y}$ satisfies Equation 2.14 and steady state is achieved. In general, Equation 2.18 is underdetermined. Equation 2.18 therefore implies a partition of $\mathcal{Y}$ into independent variables (denoted $\mathcal{Y}_q$) and dependent variables (denoted $\mathcal{Y}_c^e$). We will now describe this partition by a second mapping function, $\psi_y$.

Recall that a basis for the null space of $C$ can be constructed from $C_{\text{rref}}$, the reduced row echelon form of $C$. Let $c_j$ be the $j^{\text{th}}$ column of $C_{\text{rref}}$. If $c_j$ contains a pivot position, then $y_j$ is a dependent variable. If $c_j$ does not contain a pivot, then $y_j$ is free, or independent. Let

$$\mathcal{Y}_q = \{ y_j \in \mathcal{Y} : \text{column } c_j \text{ does not contain a pivot} \}$$

$$\mathcal{Y}_c^e = \{ y_j \in \mathcal{Y} : \text{column } c_j \text{ contains a pivot} \}.$$  

Let $d_q$ be the cardinality of $\mathcal{Y}_q$. Enumerate these variables as $\mathcal{Y}_q = \{ y_{j_1}, y_{j_2}, \ldots, y_{j_{d_q}} \}$, with $j_1 < \cdots < j_{d_q}$. For every $c_j$ not containing a pivot, there is a basis vector $u_k$ (related by $j = j_k$) whose $j^{\text{th}}$ element equals 1 and whose elements in positions $> j$ are 0. By Equation 2.18, this gives an independent parameter, $y_j = (q)_k = q_k$. Equation 2.18 thus defines a function $\psi_y : y_j \mapsto q_k$. Let $Q = \{ q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_{d_q} \}$ be the set of independent parameters. If column $c_j$ does contain a pivot, then $y_j$ depends on variables in $\mathcal{P} \cup Q$, giving $\psi_y : y_j \mapsto f_j(\mathcal{P}, Q) \in \text{span}_{Q(\mathcal{P})} Q$ where $f_j(\mathcal{P}, Q)$ is the specific function resulting from the row operations used to reduce $C$ to $C_{\text{rref}}$. Equation 2.18 can now be described in its entirety by the mapping function $\psi_y$,

$$\begin{cases}
\mathcal{P} \to \mathcal{P} \ (\text{identity}) \\
\mathcal{Y}_q \to Q \\
\mathcal{Y}_c^e \to \text{span}_{Q(\mathcal{P})} Q.
\end{cases}$$

The notation $\psi : \mathcal{P} \to \mathcal{P}$ (identity) indicates that $\psi(p) = p$ for every $p \in \mathcal{P}$. Note that we define $\text{span}_{Q} (Q)$ as the set of all linear combinations $a_1 q_1 + a_2 q_2 + \cdots$, where $a_1, a_2, \cdots \in \mathcal{F}$ and $q_1, q_2, \ldots$ are distinct elements of $Q$. $Q[\mathcal{P}]$ is the set of all polynomials in variables $\mathcal{P}$ with rational numbers as coefficients. $Q(\mathcal{P})$ is the
field of fractions of \( \mathbb{Q}[\mathcal{P}] \): any \( f \in \mathbb{Q}[\mathcal{P}] \) can be expressed as \( f = g_1/g_2 \), where \( g_1, g_2 \in \mathbb{Q}[\mathcal{P}] \).

As with \( \psi_p \), there is some flexibility in choosing how \( \gamma \) is partitioned into free variables, \( \gamma_q \), and dependent variables, \( \gamma^c_q \). A different indexing of the variables in \( \gamma \) simultaneously permutes the vector \( y \) and the columns of \( C \). This leads to different reduced row echelon forms, with different partitions into free and dependent variables. The null space basis obtained by reducing \( C \) to \( C_{\text{rref}} \) greedily classifies low-numbered columns as dependent columns when possible, or free columns when not possible. Quantities in \( \gamma \) for which good numerical estimates exist should therefore be assigned to higher indices. These quantities are favored, but not guaranteed, to be mapped to independent parameters. Quantities for which good numerical estimates do not exist should be assigned to low indices in \( \gamma \).

Finer control over the partition of \( \gamma \) into dependent and independent parameters is possible by working directly with \( C_{\text{rref}} \) or \( N \). Let \( \gamma'_q = \{y_{j_1}, \ldots, y_{j_{dq}}\} \) be the set of \( dq \) elements in \( \gamma \) that we want mapped to \( Q \). Let \( N' \) be the square matrix formed by rows \( j_1, \ldots, j_{dq} \) of \( N \). To map \( \gamma'_q \) to \( Q \) requires that we find a vector \( q' \) such that

\[
N'q' = q.
\]

where \( q \) is the vector with elements \((q)_k = q_k\). Solving for \( q' \) gives

\[
q' = (N')^{-1}q. \tag{2.21}
\]

Thus, for a given map \( \psi_p \), not all partitions of \( \gamma \) into \( \gamma_q \) and \( \gamma^c_q \) are possible, but only those for which \( \det(N') \neq 0 \). An example of this can be seen in the file “fum2.m” in Supporting Protocol S1, discussed below.

Next let \( \mathcal{K}_q = \{k \in \mathcal{K}: \psi_p y(k) \in Q\} \), and \( \mathcal{K}_y = \mathcal{K}_{\text{lin}} \setminus \mathcal{K}_q \). Let \( X_q \) and \( X_y \) be defined analogously. The composition \( \psi_{py} = (\psi_y \circ \psi_p) \) captures the entire process of linearizing \( v \) with the function \( \psi_p \), solving the linear system \( S\psi_p(v) = 0 \), and taking an arbitrary combination of solution space basis vectors:
Applying $\psi_{py}$ to the sets $\mathcal{K}$ and $\mathcal{X}$ results in a parametric description of the steady state that is typically the most useful: every element in $\mathcal{K}$ or $\mathcal{X}$ is mapped to an element in $\mathcal{P}$ or $\mathcal{Q}$, or a function in $\text{span}_{\mathcal{Q}(\mathcal{P})}(\mathcal{Q})$. Assigning numerical values to elements in $\mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{Q}$ results in elements in $\text{span}_{\mathcal{Q}(\mathcal{P})}(\mathcal{Q})$ taking values that satisfy the steady state equation. In some cases we may wish to reverse the substitution so that functions of variables $\mathcal{P} \cup \mathcal{Q}$ are mapped back to functions of $\mathcal{K} \cup \mathcal{X}$. To do so, let $\mathcal{K}_{pq} = \mathcal{K}_p \cup \mathcal{K}_q$ and $\mathcal{X}_{pq} = \mathcal{X}_p \cup \mathcal{X}_q$. Let $\psi^{-1}_q$ be the inverse of $\psi_y$ restricted to the independent parameters, $\mathcal{P} \cup \mathcal{Q}$.

$$\psi^{-1}_q: \begin{cases} \mathcal{P} \to \mathcal{P} \ (\text{identity}) \\ \mathcal{Q} \to \mathcal{Q}_q. \end{cases}$$

The composition of $\psi^{-1}_p$ and $\psi^{-1}_q$ now defines a map from the set of independent parameters to their counterparts in $\mathcal{K}$ and $\mathcal{X}$,

$$\psi^{-1}_{pq} = (\psi^{-1}_p \circ \psi^{-1}_q): \begin{cases} \mathcal{P} \to \mathcal{K}_p \cup \mathcal{X}_p \\ \mathcal{Q} \to \mathcal{K}_q \cup \mathcal{X}_q. \end{cases}$$

If we extend $\psi^{-1}_{pq}$ to $f \in \text{span}_{\mathcal{Q}(\mathcal{P})}(\mathcal{K}_q, \mathcal{X}_q)$ homomorphically, we can compose $\psi^{-1}_{pq}$ with $\psi_{py}$,

$$\psi_{ss} = (\psi^{-1}_{pq} \circ \psi_{py}): \begin{cases} \mathcal{K}_{pq} \to \mathcal{K}_{pq} \ (\text{identity}) \\ \mathcal{X}_{pq} \to \mathcal{X}_{pq} \ (\text{identity}) \\ \mathcal{K}_q \cup \mathcal{X}_y \to \text{span}_{\mathcal{Q}(\mathcal{P})}(\mathcal{K}_q, \mathcal{X}_q) \end{cases}$$

The function $\psi_{ss}$ then defines a map for which
\[ S\psi_{ss}(\mathbf{v}) = S\mathbf{v} = 0, \]

where steady state velocities in \( \mathbf{v} \) are in terms of elements in \( \mathcal{K} \) and \( \mathcal{X} \). A visual overview of the \( py \)-substitution method is given in Figure 2.1.

## 2.3 Results

### 2.3.1 \( Py \)-substitution permits flexible derivation of a steady state solution

An important goal in developing \( py \)-substitution was that it be generally applicable to any model whose reaction rates obey mass action kinetics. This requires that the independent quantities be chosen freely among the species concentrations and reaction rate constants, and that non-linear rate equations do not confound the derivation of a steady state expression. To demonstrate these capabilities we consider an open-system analog of the classical Michaelis-Menten model of enzyme kinetics (OMM, see also Figure 2.2). Substrate synthesis and product degradation allow this system to achieve a non-trivial steady state \( \mathbf{v} \neq \mathbf{0} \), which we derive here using four different substitution strategies. The set \( \mathcal{R} \) of reactions for this model is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_1 &: x_1 + x_2 \xrightarrow{v_1} x_3 \\
    r_2 &: x_3 \xrightarrow{v_2} x_2 + x_1 \\
    r_3 &: x_3 \xrightarrow{v_3} x_2 + x_4 \\
    r_4 &: \mathcal{O} \xrightarrow{v_4} x_1 \\
    r_5 &: x_4 \xrightarrow{v_5} \mathcal{O}
\end{align*}
\]

The symbol \( \mathcal{O} \) represents a source or sink for mass and is not modeled by a time-varying species. From the set \( \mathcal{R} \) we derive the stoichiometric matrix and reaction velocity vector,
Figure 2.1: Overview of the *py*-substitution method. Quantities in a mass action model can be separated into kinetic rate constants (set $\mathcal{K}$, red) and species abundances or concentrations (set $\mathcal{X}$, blue). From $\mathcal{K} \cup \mathcal{X}$ a subset $\mathcal{K}_{\text{lin}} \cup \mathcal{X}_{\text{lin}}$ is selected on which all reaction velocities have only linear dependence. A function $\psi_p$ maps these to elements in $\mathcal{Y}$ and the remaining $\mathcal{K}_p \cup \mathcal{X}_p$ to elements in $\mathcal{P}$. A second function $\psi_y$ imposes the relations $\psi_p(\dot{x}) = 0$ by expressing dependent variables in $\mathcal{Y}$ in terms of independent parameters $\mathcal{P} \cup \mathcal{Q}$. A third function, $\psi_q^{-1}$, is the inverse of $\psi_y$ restricted to the independent parameters. The composition of $\psi_p^{-1}$ with $\psi_q^{-1}$ results in variables in $\mathcal{K}_y \cup \mathcal{X}_y$ being expressed in terms of variables in $\mathcal{K}_{pq} \cup \mathcal{X}_{pq}$, such that steady state is achieved. In the diagram, solid arrows are isomorphisms while dashed arrows are homomorphisms that replace dependent variables by equivalent expressions in independent parameters.
By Equation 1.4 this results in the following system of equations,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx_1}{dt} &= -k_1 x_1 x_2 + k_2 x_3 + k_4 \\
\frac{dx_2}{dt} &= -k_1 x_1 x_2 + k_2 x_3 + k_3 x_3 \\
\frac{dx_3}{dt} &= k_1 x_1 x_2 - k_2 x_3 - k_3 x_3 \\
\frac{dx_4}{dt} &= k_3 x_3 - k_5 x_4
\end{align*}
\]

for which we now derive functions \( \psi_{ss} \) such that \( S \psi_{ss}(v) = S \bar{v} = 0 \).

**Homogeneous substitution: steady state concentrations do not uniquely determine reaction rate constants**

The most straightforward substitution strategy is to let \( K_{init} = K \) and \( \mathbf{x}_p = \mathbf{x} \). The corresponding function \( \psi_p \) maps

\[
\begin{align*}
k_1 &\mapsto y_1 & x_1 &\mapsto p_1 \\
k_2 &\mapsto y_2 & x_2 &\mapsto p_2 \\
k_3 &\mapsto y_3 & x_3 &\mapsto p_3 \\
k_4 &\mapsto y_4 & x_4 &\mapsto p_4 \\
k_5 &\mapsto y_5
\end{align*}
\]

See “omm1.m.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1 for details of this partition and all subsequent steps. Applying \( \psi_p \) to \( \mathbf{v} \) results in a reaction velocity vector that is linear in \( \mathbf{y} \), as required by Equation 2.13,
Figure 2.2: An open system analog of the classical Michaelis-Menten model for enzyme catalysis. Enzyme and substrate bind to form an intermediate complex, followed by catalysis and dissociation of the product. The substrate is synthesized by a zero-order reaction, $r_4$, and the product is degraded by a first-order reaction, $r_5$. See “omm1.m” in Protocol S1 for a complete description of the model.
\[ \psi_p(v) = Py = \begin{bmatrix} p_1p_2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & p_3 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & p_3 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & p_4 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} y_1 \\ y_2 \\ y_3 \\ y_4 \\ y_5 \end{bmatrix}. \]

The resulting coefficient matrix is given by

\[
C = SP = \begin{bmatrix} -p_1p_2 & p_3 & p_3 & 0 & 0 \\ -p_1p_2 & p_3 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ p_1p_2 & -p_3 & -p_3 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & p_3 & 0 & -p_4 \end{bmatrix},
\]

which row reduces to

\[
C \sim C_{\text{rref}} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -p_3/(p_1p_2) & 0 & 0 & -p_4/(p_1p_2) \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & -p_4/p_3 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -p_4 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}. \tag{2.22}
\]

From Equation 2.22, we observe that \( \text{rank } C = 3 \). Thus, of the 9 degrees of freedom in this system (5 rate constants plus 4 species concentrations), 3 will have values that are constrained by Equation 2.1. Since our substitution strategy only identifies 4 independent parameters, 2 additional elements mapped to \( y' \) must in fact be independent as well. These elements can be identified by the columns in \( C_{\text{rref}} \) that do not contain pivots, namely columns 2 and 5. To see this, note that Equation 2.22 yields the following basis for the null space of \( C \),
\[
N = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{p_3}{(p_1 p_2)} & \frac{p_4}{(p_1 p_2)} \\
1 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{p_4}{p_3} \\
0 & p_4 \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Letting \( q = [q_1, q_2]^T \), Equation 2.18 gives

\[
y = \begin{bmatrix}
\left(\frac{q_1 p_3 + q_2 p_4}{(p_1 p_2)}\right) \\
q_1 \\
\left(\frac{q_2 p_4}{p_3}\right) \\
q_2 p_4 \\
q_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2.23)

Thus by Equation 2.19, we have that \( \mathcal{Y}_q = \{y_2, y_5\} \) and \( \mathcal{Y}_q^c = \{y_1, y_3, y_4\} \). By Equation 2.20, Equation 2.23 can be described by the mapping function \( \psi_y \):

\[
p_1 \mapsto p_1 \\
p_2 \mapsto p_2 \\
p_3 \mapsto p_3 \\
p_4 \mapsto p_4 \\
y_1 \mapsto \left(\frac{q_1 p_3 + q_2 p_4}{(p_1 p_2)}\right) \\
y_2 \mapsto q_1 \\
y_3 \mapsto \left(\frac{q_2 p_4}{p_3}\right) \\
y_4 \mapsto q_2 p_4 \\
y_5 \mapsto q_2
\]

From \( \psi_y \) and \( \psi_p \) we construct the composite forward map, \( \psi_{py} = (\psi_y \circ \psi_p) \):
\[
k_1 \mapsto (q_1 p_3 + q_2 p_4)/(p_1 p_2) \\
k_2 \mapsto q_1 \\
k_3 \mapsto (q_2 p_4)/p_3 \\
k_4 \mapsto q_2 p_4 \\
k_5 \mapsto q_2
\]

To reverse the substitution, notice from Equation 2.23 that \( y_2 = q_1 \) and \( y_5 = q_2 \), giving the following map, \( \psi_q^{-1} \):

\[
\mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathcal{P} \text{ (identity)} \\
q_1 \mapsto y_2 \\
q_2 \mapsto y_5
\]

This yields a composite backward map, \( \psi_{qp}^{-1} = (\psi_p^{-1} \circ \psi_q^{-1}) \):

\[
p_1 \rightarrow x_1 \\
p_2 \rightarrow x_2 \\
p_3 \rightarrow x_3 \\
p_4 \rightarrow x_4
\]

The complete steady state mapping \( \psi_{ss} = (\psi_{qp}^{-1} \circ \psi_{py}) \) is therefore

\[
k_1 \mapsto (k_2 x_3 + k_5 x_4)/(x_1 x_2) \\
k_2 \mapsto k_2 \\
k_3 \mapsto k_5 x_4/x_3 \\
k_4 \mapsto k_5 x_4 \\
k_5 \mapsto k_5
\]

Applying this transformation to the original vector of reaction velocities yields
\[ \mathbf{v} = \psi_{ss}(\mathbf{v}) = \begin{bmatrix} k_2x_3 + k_5x_4 \\ k_2x_3 \\ k_5x_4 \\ k_5x_4 \\ k_5x_4 \end{bmatrix}, \]

which one can verify satisfies Equation 2.1. An interesting implication of this trivial application of \(py\)-substitution is that, because \(\psi_{py}\) maps every species concentration to an independent parameter, we can interpret Equation 2.24 to mean that any vector of steady state concentrations will be consistent with an infinite number of reaction rate constants. In this particular case, knowing all four concentrations tells us nothing about the rates of enzyme-substrate dissociation or product degradation. As we shall see, by using different substitution strategies, we have some flexibility in choosing which rate constants are constrained by the steady state concentrations, but the structure of the OMM model makes finding a unique set of rate constants impossible. In general, a unique set of reaction rate constants requires that the coefficient matrix be full rank, or

\[ \text{rank } \mathbf{C} = d_y. \quad (2.25) \]

Since complete knowledge of the species concentrations implies \(d_p = d_x\) and \(d_y = d_k\), by Equation 2.16, Equation 2.25 becomes

\[ \text{rank } \mathbf{S} = d_k. \]

In other words, a unique set of rate constants requires that the stoichiometric matrix be full rank, which is equivalent to requiring that the corresponding reaction network have no cycles. Since even a single reversible reaction represents a cycle, we conclude that in the general case, a set of steady state species concentrations does not imply a unique set of reaction rate constants.
Heterogeneous substitution: the number of independent model parameters is constant

Often, models contain species whose concentrations are difficult to measure or reactions whose rates have been well characterized. For such models it is preferable to partition sets $\mathcal{K}$ and $\mathcal{X}$ so that species whose concentrations are difficult to measure are mapped to $\mathcal{Y}$ while well-characterized reaction rates are mapped to $\mathcal{P}$. For example, if the kinetics of the enzyme are well characterized, an attractive partitioning of the OMM model might be $\mathcal{K}_p = \{k_1, k_2, k_3\}$ and $\mathcal{X}_p = \{x_2\}$. This yields a map $\psi_p$:

\[
\begin{align*}
  k_1 &\mapsto p_2 & x_1 &\mapsto y_1 \\
  k_2 &\mapsto p_3 & x_2 &\mapsto p_1 \\
  k_3 &\mapsto p_4 & x_3 &\mapsto y_2 \\
  k_4 &\mapsto y_4 & x_4 &\mapsto y_3 \\
  k_5 &\mapsto p_5
\end{align*}
\]

Again, see “omm2.m.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1 for complete details. Notice here that we have forced the enzyme kinetic parameters $k_1, k_2, \text{and } k_3$ to be independent by mapping them to elements in $\mathcal{P}$. The resulting coefficient matrix and null space basis are

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
  -p_1p_2 & p_3 + p_4 & 0 & 0 \\
  -p_1p_2 & p_3 & 0 & 1 \\
  p_1p_2 & -(p_3 + p_4) & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & p_4 & -p_5 & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad
N = \begin{bmatrix}
  (p_3 + p_4)/(p_1p_2p_4) \\
  1/p_4 \\
  1/p_5 \\
  1
\end{bmatrix},
\]

which yield the steady state map $\psi_{ss}$.
As desired, \( x_2 \) is the only independent species concentration. Applying this transformation to the original vector of reaction velocities gives

\[
\mathbf{v} = \psi_{ss}(\mathbf{v}) = \begin{bmatrix}
    \frac{k_4(k_2 + k_3)}{k_3} \\
    \frac{k_2k_4}{k_3} \\
    k_4 \\
    k_4 \\
    k_4
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Notice that even though the cardinality of \( \mathcal{P} \) differs in this example as compared to the one above (5 versus 4), the cardinality of \( \mathcal{Y}_q^c \) does not (3). Let \( d_c \) denote this cardinality. Obviously, \( d_c = d_y - d_q \), or equivalently,

\[
d_c = \text{ncols } \mathbf{C} - \text{ncols } \mathbf{N}.
\]

This is simply the rank-nullity theorem again. By Equation 2.16, we can therefore conclude that

\[
d_c = \text{rank } \mathbf{S}.
\]

In other words, the final number of dependent elements in the steady state expression for a system is independent of the substitution strategy, and only depends on the structure of the reaction network.
Substitution with sublinear velocities: using py-substitution to resolve non-linearities (I)

Some reaction velocities are zero-order but well-characterized. For example, if the rate $v_4$ of substrate synthesis in the OMM model has been accurately measured, we may wish to partition $\mathcal{K}$ such that $k_4 \in \mathcal{K}_p$. The resulting mapping function $\psi_p$, however, fails to linearize $v$. To compensate, we introduce a pseudospecies $\hat{x}_5 = 1$ and let $v_4 = k_4 \hat{x}_5$. If we now partition $\mathcal{X}$ such that $\hat{x}_5 \in \mathcal{X}_{lin}$, the linearity of $\psi_p(v)$ in $y$ is preserved and we may continue as before.

To illustrate this approach, we again let $\mathcal{X}_p = \{x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4\}$ and $\mathcal{K}_p = \{k_4\}$. The remaining rate constants and one pseudospecies are partitioned into sets $\mathcal{K}_{lin}$ and $\mathcal{X}_{lin}$, respectively, such that $\psi_p(\hat{x}_5) = y_5$. See “omm3.m.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1 for details. The resulting velocity vector is linear and yields a coefficient matrix whose null space is two-dimensional,

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\begin{array}{cc}
\frac{p_3}{p_1p_2} & \frac{p_5}{p_1p_2} \\
1 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{p_5}{p_3} \\
0 & \frac{p_5}{p_4} \\
0 & 1
\end{array}
\end{bmatrix}
\quad (2.26)
$$

However, one of these two dimensions is constrained by the pseudospecies. We are thus not at liberty to take a general linear combination as per Equation 2.18 but must find $q$ such that

$$
\psi_{py}(\hat{x}_5) = 1. 
\quad (2.27)
$$

By our choice of $\psi_p$, and by Equations 2.18 and 2.26, we have $\psi_{py}(\hat{x}_5) = (q)_2$. Equation 2.27 is therefore satisfied when $(q)_2 = 1$. This gives $q = [q_1, 1]^T$ and
$$\mathbf{y} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{(p_3q_1 + p_5)}{(p_1p_2)} \\ q_1 \\ \frac{p_5}{p_3} \\ \frac{p_5}{p_4} \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

The complete steady state mapping $\psi_{ss} = (\psi_q^{-1} \circ \psi_y)$ is

$$\begin{align*}
  k_1 &\mapsto \frac{(k_4 + k_2x_3)}{(x_1x_2)} & x_1 &\mapsto x_1 \\
  k_2 &\mapsto k_2 & x_2 &\mapsto x_2 \\
  k_3 &\mapsto \frac{k_4}{x_3} & x_3 &\mapsto x_3 \\
  k_4 &\mapsto k_4 & x_4 &\mapsto x_4 \\
  k_5 &\mapsto \frac{k_4}{x_4} & \hat{x}_5 &\mapsto 1
\end{align*}$$

As desired, $k_4$ remains an independent parameter. Applying this transformation to the original vector of reaction velocities yields

$$\mathbf{v} = \psi_{ss}(\mathbf{v}) = \begin{bmatrix} k_4 + k_2x_3 \\ k_2x_3 \\ k_4 \\ k_4 \\ k_4 \end{bmatrix}$$

**Substitution with superlinear velocities: using $py$-substitution to resolve non-linearities (II)**

Some reaction velocities are superlinear in their reactant concentrations. If good estimates for these concentrations do not exist, we would like to partition these species into $x_{lin}$. Analogous to the sublinear case above, doing so results in a velocity vector $\psi_p(\mathbf{v})$ that is non-linear in $\mathbf{y}$. Fortunately, the strategy above is useful here as well: introduce a pseudospecies for each superlinearity, calculate a basis
for the null space of the coefficient matrix, and identify basis vector coefficients that satisfy the constraints imposed by the pseudospecies.

Let us consider a version of the OMM model where the rate of product formation is proportional to the square of the enzyme-substrate complex, \( v_3 = k_3x_3^2 \). Let us further assume that no estimate exists for the value of \( x_3 \). We would therefore like \( \psi_p(x_3) \in \mathcal{Y} \). Since this fails to linearize the velocity, we introduce a pseudospecies \( \hat{x}_5 = x_3^2 \) and let \( v_3 = k_3\hat{x}_5 \). We now define \( \psi_p \) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
k_1 &\mapsto p_2 & x_1 &\mapsto y_4 \\
k_2 &\mapsto p_3 & x_2 &\mapsto p_1 \\
k_3 &\mapsto p_4 & x_3 &\mapsto y_1 \\
k_4 &\mapsto y_5 & x_4 &\mapsto y_3 \\
k_5 &\mapsto p_5 & \hat{x}_5 &\mapsto y_2
\end{align*}
\]

This satisfies the linearity requirement and maps \( x_3 \) and \( \hat{x}_5 \) to the lowest indices in \( \mathcal{Y} \), thereby favoring these quantities to become dependent parameters. See “omm4.m.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1 for details. The resulting coefficient matrix has a null space that is spanned by the columns of

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix}
p_1 p_2/p_3 & -1/p_3 \\
0 & 1/p_4 \\
0 & 1/p_5 \\
1 & 0 \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Letting \( q = [q_1, q_2]^T \) maps \( k_4 \) and \( x_1 \) to \( Q \) and satisfies our requirement that \( \psi_{py}(x_3) \) and \( \psi_{py}(\hat{x}_5) \in \mathcal{Y}_q^c \). As in the previous section, however, one dimension of \( N \) is constrained by the pseudospecies. Specifically, we require that \( \psi_{py}(\hat{x}_5) = \psi_{py}(x_3^2) \). by Equation 2.18, this requires that

\[
(q_2 - p_1p_2q_1)^2/p_3^2 = q_2/p_4.
\]
Solving for $q_1$ (we may just as easily have solved for $q_2$; in this example, whether $k_4$ or $x_1$ map to $Q$ is immaterial), we are left with the following:

$$\mathbf{y} = \begin{bmatrix} \sqrt{q_2/p_4} \\ q_2/p_4 \\ q_2/p_5 \\ q_2(p_3\sqrt{q_2})/(p_1p_2\sqrt{p_4}) \\ q_2 \end{bmatrix}.$$ 

The complete steady state mapping $\psi_{ss} = (\psi_p^{-1} \circ \psi_y)$ is

\begin{align*}
  k_1 &\mapsto k_1 & x_1 &\mapsto (k_4 + k_2\sqrt{k_4/k_3})/(k_1x_2) \\
  k_2 &\mapsto k_2 & x_2 &\mapsto x_2 \\
  k_3 &\mapsto k_3 & x_3 &\mapsto \sqrt{k_4/k_3} \\
  k_4 &\mapsto k_4 & x_4 &\mapsto k_4/k_5 \\
  k_5 &\mapsto k_5 & \hat{x}_5 &\mapsto k_4/k_3
\end{align*}

Applying this transformation to the original vector of reaction velocities yields

$$\mathbf{v} = \psi_{ss}(\mathbf{v}) = \begin{bmatrix} k_4 + k_2\sqrt{k_4/k_3} \\ k_2\sqrt{k_4/k_3} \\ k_4 \\ k_4 \\ k_4 \end{bmatrix}.$$ 

This example illustrates that, using pseudospecies, a mapping function $\psi_p$ can always be found such that $\psi_y$ can be derived using linear methods. Non-linearities introduced by pseudospecies can then be resolved on a case-by-case basis, resulting in the final steady state solution.
2.3.2 Py-substitution is more general, but not less efficient, than King-Altman

Some chemical reaction systems are linear in the species concentration vector, or can be rendered linear by assuming that the concentrations of certain species don’t change over time. The classical model for malate synthesis is an example of the latter [96]. Here, the enzyme fumarase binds reversibly to fumarate and hydrogen in either order, followed by reversible binding of hydroxyl and reversible formation of malate (Figure 2.3). The reactions for this model are

\[ r_1 : x_1 + x_6 \xrightarrow{v_1} x_3 \]
\[ r_2 : x_3 + x_7 \xrightarrow{v_2} x_4 \]
\[ r_3 : x_1 + x_7 \xrightarrow{v_3} x_5 \]
\[ r_4 : x_5 + x_6 \xrightarrow{v_4} x_4 \]
\[ r_5 : x_4 + x_8 \xrightarrow{v_5} x_2 \]
\[ r_6 : x_2 \xrightarrow{v_6} x_1 + x_9 \]
\[ r_7 : x_3 \xrightarrow{v_7} x_1 + x_6 \]
\[ r_8 : x_4 \xrightarrow{v_8} x_3 + x_7 \]
\[ r_9 : x_5 \xrightarrow{v_9} x_1 + x_7 \]
\[ r_{10} : x_4 \xrightarrow{v_{10}} x_5 + x_6 \]
\[ r_{11} : x_2 \xrightarrow{v_{11}} x_4 + x_8 \]
\[ r_{12} : x_1 + x_9 \xrightarrow{v_{12}} x_2 \]

By Equation 1.1, the corresponding reaction velocities are

\[ v_1 = k_1 x_1 x_6 \]
\[ v_2 = k_2 x_3 x_7 \]
\[ v_3 = k_3 x_1 x_7 \]
\[ v_4 = k_4 x_5 x_6 \]
\[ v_5 = k_5 x_4 x_8 \]
\[ v_6 = k_6 x_2 \]
\[ v_7 = k_7 x_3 \]
\[ v_8 = k_8 x_4 \]
\[ v_9 = k_9 x_5 \]
\[ v_{10} = k_{10} x_4 \]
\[ v_{11} = k_{11} x_2 \]
\[ v_{12} = k_{12} x_1 x_9 \]

(2.28)

The stoichiometric matrix is
Notice that the submatrix formed by the first five rows of $S$ satisfies the definition for a linear model given in Equation 2.3. Call this submatrix $S_5$ and let $x' = [x_1, \ldots, x_9]^T$ be the vector of enzyme concentrations. If we assume that the substrate concentrations $x_6, \ldots, x_9$ are time-invariant, the steady state equation for this model becomes

$$S_5 v = 0. \quad (2.29)$$

Because $S_5$ satisfies Equation 2.3, we may define the following transition rate constants

$$
egin{align*}
    k'_{1,3} &= k_1 x_6 & k'_{3,1} &= k_7 \\
    k'_{3,4} &= k_2 x_7 & k'_{4,3} &= k_8 \\
    k'_{1,5} &= k_3 x_7 & k'_{5,1} &= k_9 \\
    k'_{5,4} &= k_4 x_6 & k'_{3,4} &= k_{10} \\
    k'_{4,2} &= k_5 x_8 & k'_{2,4} &= k_{11} \\
    k'_{2,1} &= k_6 & k'_{1,2} &= k_{12} x_9
\end{align*}
$$

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & -1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 \\
1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & -1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\vspace{0.5cm}
$$
Substituting Equations 2.30 into 2.28 results in a velocity vector $v'$ that is linear in $x'$. Let $P_{x'} = (\partial v'_i / \partial x'_j)$ as before, where $i = 1, \ldots, d_k$ and $j = 1, \ldots, d_{x'}$. This gives

$$v' = P_{x'}x'.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

If we now define a matrix

$$K = S_3 P_{x'},$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.32)

Equation 2.29 becomes

$$Kx' = 0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.33)

where the elements of $K$ are given in Equation 2.7. The solution to Equation 2.33 is given by Equation 2.9, which we saw may be evaluated using the King-Altman method. Alternatively, we may solve Equation 2.29 directly using $py$-substitution. Given that $py$-substitution applies to a more general class of mass action models than King-Altman, we wondered whether this flexibility came at the cost of computational efficiency. Here we show that, for models that can be treated using the King-Altman method, $py$-substitution yields an equivalent result, and at no loss of efficiency.

**Py-substitution and King-Altman yield equivalent steady state expressions**

Equation 2.33 has been solved previously using KAPattern [82]. The solution is reproduced here in “fum1.m.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1. For each enzyme $i$, $1 \leq i \leq 5$, the steady state concentration has the form

$$\bar{x}_i^{ka} = \frac{N_i^{ka}}{D_i^{ka}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.34)
Figure 2.3: The model of malate synthesis used to compare py-substitution with the King-Altman method. This mechanism for the conversion of fumarate to malate by the enzyme fumarase was proposed in [96]. Fumarase binds to fumarate and hydrogen in either order, then hydroxyl, followed by formation of the product, malate. All reactions are reversible. See “fum1.m” in Protocol S1 for a complete description of the model.
In this subsection only, we use \( \bar{x}_i^{ka} \) to mean the \( i^{th} \) element of the vector \( \mathbf{x} \), made to satisfy Equation 2.33 by the King-Altman method. The element \( \bar{x}_i^{py} \) is defined analogously for \( py \)-substitution. To solve Equation 2.29 by \( py \)-substitution, we partition \( X \) into subsets

\[
\mathcal{E} = \{x_1, \ldots, x_5\}
\]
\[
\mathcal{E}^c = \{x_6, \ldots, x_9\},
\]

and define \( \psi_p \) such that

\[
\psi_p: \begin{cases}
\mathcal{K} \cup \mathcal{E}^c \to \mathcal{P} \\
\mathcal{E} \to \mathcal{Y}.
\end{cases}
\]

The resulting coefficient matrix is precisely the matrix of rate constants, \( \mathbf{K} \). The null space of \( \mathbf{K} \) is one-dimensional and spanned by a single basis vector \( \mathbf{n} \). In our solution, the basis vector is normalized to element \( (\mathbf{n})_5 \), which by Equations 2.18 and 2.19 yield a partition of \( \mathcal{Y} \) into subsets \( \mathcal{Y}_q = \{y_5\} \) and \( \mathcal{Y}_q^c = \{y_1, \ldots, y_4\} \).

After reversing the substitution we find that the steady state concentration of each enzyme likewise has the form

\[
\bar{x}_i^{py} = \frac{N_i^{py}}{D^{py}}.
\]

By inspection, Equations 2.34 and 2.36 are related by the following:

\[
N_i^{py} = \bar{x}_5^{py} N_i^{ka}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \tag{2.37}
\]
\[
D^{py} = N_5^{ka}. \tag{2.38}
\]

In other words, the solutions given by \( KAPattern \) and \( py \)-substitution are not identical. The disparity arises from Equation 2.9, which imposes the constraint \( \sum_i \bar{x}_i^{ka} = 1 \). When derived by King-Altman, the steady state expression for each enzyme is therefore a ratio of the total enzyme concentration. In contrast, \( py \)-substitution results in \( \bar{x}_1^{py}, \ldots, \bar{x}_4^{py} \) being expressed in terms of \( \bar{x}_5^{py} \), the only element
\( x \in E \) for which \( \psi_{py}(x) \in Q \). Despite this disparity, Equations 2.36 to 2.38 can be combined to give

\[
\tilde{x}_{i}^{py} = \tilde{x}_{5}^{py} N_{i}^{ka} / N_{5}^{ka}.
\]

Therefore,

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{5} \tilde{x}_{i}^{py} = \frac{\tilde{x}_{5}^{py}}{N_{5}^{ka}} \sum_{i=1}^{5} N_{i}^{ka}
= \tilde{x}_{5}^{py} (D^{ka}) / N_{5}^{ka}
= \tilde{x}_{5}^{py} / \tilde{x}_{5}^{ka}.
\]

If we likewise impose the constraint \( \sum_{i} \tilde{x}_{i}^{py} = 1 \), then \( \tilde{x}_{5}^{ka} = \tilde{x}_{5}^{py} \), and for \( i \neq 5 \),

\[
\tilde{x}_{i}^{py} = \tilde{x}_{5}^{py} N_{i}^{py} / N_{5}^{ka}
= (N_{5}^{ka} / D^{ka}) N_{i}^{ka} / N_{5}^{ka}
= N_{i}^{ka} / D^{ka}
= \tilde{x}_{i}^{ka}.
\]

The two solutions are thus equivalent.

**Py-substitution is not less efficient than King-Altman**

We next wondered whether the King-Altman method is computationally more efficient than direct algebraic solution of the linear steady state equation (Equation 2.14). The King-Altman method requires exhaustive enumeration of valid King-Altman patterns. The number of patterns depends critically on the structure of the model. A model of strongly connected species generates \( d_{x}^{d_{x}-2} \) patterns while a simple cycle generates only \( d_{x} \) [92]. By comparison, solving Equation 2.14 requires Gaussian elimination on the matrix \( K \). For a fixed-precision numeric matrix, this would take at most \( O(d_{x}^{3}) \); however, since \( K \) has symbolic
entries rather than numerical ones, the sizes of the entries grow with the number of row operations. In fact, as Equation 2.11 shows, the number of valid King-Altman patterns is precisely the number of terms in the polynomial expansion of the minors. Thus even a few species, if highly connected, can generate thousands of terms and easily overwhelm conventional memory architectures.

To evaluate the performance of py-substitution versus KAPattern, we generated random models with six species and anywhere from 10 to 20 first-order reactions between them. Three distinct realizations were generated for each model. Models for which KAPattern failed – typically because the stoichiometric matrix described a disjoint network – were discarded. The command-line version of Matlab 2010b was used to derive the steady state concentration vector for each model using py-substitution and KAPattern, and for py-substitution the command-line version of Maple 14 was used as well. Internal memory was cleared prior to each derivation to prevent caching. The architecture used was a commodity netbook PC running Windows XP SP3 with an Intel 1.7 GHz Atom processor and 1 GB RAM. The derivation was repeated in triplicate for each realization to reduce variance introduced by the CPU scheduler. Execution times include initialization of the symbolic variables and coefficient matrix, kernel calculation, and derivation of $\mathbf{y}$ in the case of py-substitution, and all steps prior to file writing in the case of KAPattern.

Results from the simulation are given in Figure 2.4. The data show that using Matlab, KAPattern provides consistently better performance and better scaling with respect to the number of reactions. This is likely because KAPattern uses Wang algebra to avoid explicit representation of the fully expanded minors in memory [81]. In contrast, Gaussian elimination of the coefficient matrix uses MuPAD, the Matlab symbolic engine, which is memory intensive and sensitive to expression swell. Models of even modest degree exhaust physical memory and cause “thrashing”, resulting in poor runtime performance for models larger than 15 reactions. However, using Maple, direct solution of the steady state equation is typically an order of magnitude faster than KAPattern and exhibits identical scaling. This is likely because Maple’s symbolic solver considers equations in increasing order of
their memory footprint. This data therefore argues that the King-Altman method is not more efficient than direct solution of the steady state equation.

**Py-substitution is more general than King-Altman**

To solve the steady state equation, the King-Altman method requires that the stoichiometric matrix $S$ satisfies Equation 2.3. As we saw above, for $S$ to satisfy Equation 2.3 we must be able to partition $X$ into two disjoint sets, a set $E$ of “enzymes” and a complementary set $E^c$ of “substrates”. The partition must be such that every reaction $r \in R$ consumes a single species in $E$ and produces a single, different species in $E$. All other species produced or consumed by $r$ must be in $E^c$. The concentrations of these substrates are assumed to be time-invariant. As such, rows in $S$ that correspond to substrates can be removed, and the substrate concentrations can be incorporated into the kinetics of the reactions. By inspection, the only such partition for the fumarase model is Equation 2.35, analyzed above.

By comparison, $py$-substitution does not require that the stoichiometric matrix satisfies Equation 2.3. The substrates $x_6, \ldots, x_9$ can therefore remain variable with respect to time and incorporated into the steady state solution, of which there are many. Without recourse to pseudospecies, the six bimolecular reaction velocities require that $x_6, x_7, x_9$ and $x_1, x_3, x_5$ be partitioned separately into sets $X_p$ and $X_{lin}$, or vice-versa. One such partition is

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{K}_p &= \{k_1, \ldots, k_5, k_{12}\} \\
\mathcal{K}_{lin} &= \{k_6, \ldots, k_{11}\} \\
x_p &= \{x_1, \ldots, x_5\} \\
x_{lin} &= \{x_6, \ldots, x_9\}.
\end{align*}
\]

The resulting coefficient matrix has a five-dimensional null space, consistent with Equation 2.17 since $d_y = 10$ and rank $S = 5$. A basis for this null space is given by the columns in $N$, where
Figure 2.4: Computational performance of *KAPattern* versus *py*-substitution, implemented in either Matlab or Maple. Given a first-order model with six species and the number of reactions indicated by the x-axis, the time required to derive an expression for the steady state of the model is indicated by the y-axis. Three random realizations were used for every model size. Every calculation was performed in triplicate, but the error in calculation time was negligible.
The set $Y_q$ must therefore contain five elements. We may select these elements with some flexibility by our choice of basis vector coefficients. The simplest choice, $q = [q_1, \ldots, q_5]^T$, yields the steady state mapping $\psi_{ss}$:

- $k_1 \mapsto k_1 \quad k_6 \mapsto k_{12}x_1x_9/x_2$ \quad $x_1 \mapsto x_1 \quad x_6 \mapsto x_6$
- $k_2 \mapsto k_2 \quad k_7 \mapsto (x_6(k_1x_1 + k_4x_5) - (k_{10}x_4))/x_3$ \quad $x_2 \mapsto x_2 \quad x_7 \mapsto x_7$
- $k_3 \mapsto k_3 \quad k_8 \mapsto (k_2x_3x_7 + k_4x_5x_6)/x_4 - k_{10}$ \quad $x_3 \mapsto x_3 \quad x_8 \mapsto x_8$
- $k_4 \mapsto k_4 \quad k_9 \mapsto (k_{10}x_4 + k_3x_1x_7)/x_5 - k_4x_6$ \quad $x_4 \mapsto x_4 \quad x_9 \mapsto x_9$
- $k_5 \mapsto k_5 \quad k_{10} \mapsto k_{10}$ \quad $x_5 \mapsto x_5$
- $k_{12} \mapsto k_{12} \quad k_{11} \mapsto k_{5}x_4x_8/x_2$

Other maps are available, however. By Equation 2.21, the submatrix formed by taking any 5 linearly independent rows of $N$ produces a different vector of coefficients, and thus a different partition of $\mathcal{Y}$. For our particular choice of $\psi_{p}$ above, 72 partitions are possible, calculated by testing which combinations of 5 rows in $N$ are linearly independent. As an illustration, consider the case where the rate constants $k_8$ and $k_{11}$ are easier to measure than substrates $x_7$ and $x_8$. Because of this, we would prefer $x_7$ and $x_8$ to be dependent variables. Equivalently, we
want $\psi_{py}(x_7), \psi_{py}(x_8) \in \mathcal{Y}^c_q$, and $\psi_{py}(k_8), \psi_{py}(k_{11}) \in \mathcal{Y}_q$. Since $\psi_p(k_8) = y_3$ and $\psi_p(k_{11}) = y_6$, any $5 \times 5$ submatrix of $N$ containing rows 3 and 6 whose determinant is not zero will accomplish this. Below is the vector $q'$ calculated from the matrix formed by rows 3, 5, 6, 7, and 10.

\[
q' = \begin{bmatrix}
q_2 \\
q_4 \\
(q_1p_{10} + q_2p_{10} - q_4p_{4p_{11}})/(p_2p_9) \\
(q_3p_8)/(p_{5p_{10}}) \\
q_5
\end{bmatrix},
\]

This results in the desired steady state mapping, $\psi'_{ss}$:

\[
\begin{align*}
k_1 & \mapsto k_1 & x_1 & \mapsto x_1 \\
k_2 & \mapsto k_2 & x_2 & \mapsto x_2 \\
k_3 & \mapsto k_3 & x_3 & \mapsto x_3 \\
k_4 & \mapsto k_4 & x_4 & \mapsto x_4 \\
k_5 & \mapsto k_5 & x_5 & \mapsto x_5 \\
k_6 & \mapsto (k_{12}x_1x_9)/x_2 & x_6 & \mapsto x_6 \\
k_7 & \mapsto (x_6(k_1x_1 + k_4x_5))/x_3 - (k_{10}x_4)/x_3 & x_7 & \mapsto (k_{10}x_4 + k_8x_4) \\
k_8 & \mapsto k_8 & k_4x_5x_6)/(k_2x_3) \\
k_9 & \mapsto (k_{10}x_4)/x_5 - k_4x_6 + (k_3x_1(k_{10}x_4 + k_8x_4 - k_4x_5x_6))/(k_2x_3x_5) & x_8 & \mapsto (k_{11}x_2)/(k_5x_4) \\
k_{10} & \mapsto k_{10} & x_9 & \mapsto x_9 \\
k_{11} & \mapsto k_{11} \\
k_{12} & \mapsto k_{12}
\end{align*}
\]

This offers another illustration of how the choice of substitution strategy and null space basis vectors allow one to choose independent parameters flexibly among sets $\mathcal{K}$ and $X$ when solving for steady state. See “fum2.m.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1 for details of this derivation.
2.3.3 Steady state establishes a threshold for drug-induced cell death

Finally, we sought to use $py$-substitution to characterize the relationship between steady state and the response to the cancer drug, dulanermin. Dulanermin is a recombinant human form of the endogenous ligand TRAIL, whose mechanism for triggering cell death is modeled in version 1.0 of the extrinsic apoptosis reaction model, or EARM [71]. This model considers the biochemical events following engagement of the death receptors 4 and 5 (DR4/5), including receptor-induced cleavage of initiator caspases, positive-feedback by effector caspases, and feed-forward amplification by the mitochondrial pathway following outer membrane permeabilization, or MOMP (Figure 2.5). The EARM model was trained on data derived from HeLa cells co-treated with cyclohexamide, an inhibitor of protein synthesis that results in hypersensitivity to TRAIL [97]. Accordingly, any amount of ligand in the EARM model results in cell death. The abundance of ligand still affects the time of death, defined for example by the time $t_{\text{PARP}}$ at which half of the caspase 3 target protein PARP has been cleaved (Figure 2.6A, left) [98]. Note in this section we refer to the abundance of a species rather than its concentration, as these are the units chosen by the original authors.

In the absence of cyclohexamide, however, HeLa cells do not all die following exposure to TRAIL. Rather, a fraction of cells persist, and this resistance is a function of the proteomic state prior to stimulation [66]. To capture this phenomenon, we extended the EARM model so that proteins continued to be synthesized and degraded following exposure to TRAIL. Specifically, we introduced 43 new synthesis and degradation fluxes as well as 2 protein inactivation reactions (see “xearm.mpl” in Protocol S1). These reactions were chosen so that every species is subject to at least one efflux. We refer to our extended model as xEARM. Because xEARM satisfies our definition of a mass action model, we use $py$-substitution to identify an analytical expression for its steady state. To derive this expression, a mapping function $\psi_p$ was chosen so that every non-zero parameter in EARM was mapped to an independent parameter in $\mathcal{P}$. As a result, we were able to preserve the snap-action dynamics of MOMP that is central to the original model (Fig-
Figure 2.5: Reaction diagram for the xEARM model. Reactions new to this version include all fluxes to or from a source node, indicated by dashed lines to or from a Ø. In addition, the activation of Apaf was made reversible, as were the formation of mitochondrial pores. The complete model contains 58 species and 115 reactions. See [71] for a description of the original EARM model, and “xearm.mpl” in Protocol S1 for a complete description of xEARM.
Figure 2.6A, right). Honoring the published parameters required that we introduce two pseudospecies, one for each the di- and tetrameric forms of Bax (variables \(x_{32}\) and \(x_{35}\), respectively),

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_{59} &= x_{32}^2 \\
\dot{x}_{60} &= x_{35}^2.
\end{align*}
\]

(2.39) \hspace{1cm} (2.40)

The coefficient matrix \(C\) and null space basis matrix \(N\) were calculated as before, with the latter calculation requiring less than a minute on our benchmark PC. The null space of \(C\) has 17-dimensions, resulting in a matrix of basis vectors of the form

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix}
  n_1 & n_2 & n_3 & n_4 & \ldots & n_{17}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Basis vectors \(n_1\) to \(n_{17}\) preserve the steady state ratios of paired synthesis and degradation reactions. Vector \(n_{17}\), for example, ensures that a change \(\delta\) in \(k_{114}\) results in a change \(\delta x_{42}\) in \(k_{113}\), where \(x_{42}\) is the abundance of Cytochrome C in the mitochondria and \(k_{113}\) and \(k_{114}\) are its rates of synthesis and degradation, respectively. The vector \(n_3\) scales the steady state abundances of mitochondrial Bax and Bcl2 complexes with respect to changes in the rate of Bcl2 synthesis. Vectors \(n_1\) and \(n_2\) are algebraically intractable and thus defy simple biochemical interpretation. Two of these vectors, \(n_1\) and \(n_3\), are constrained by the pseudospecies \(\dot{x}_{59}\) and \(\dot{x}_{60}\). To resolve these constraints, note that Equations 2.39 and 2.40 require that

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi_p(\dot{x}_{59}) &= \psi_p(x_{32}^2) \\
\psi_p(\dot{x}_{60}) &= \psi_p(x_{35}^2).
\end{align*}
\]

(2.41) \hspace{1cm} (2.42)

By our mapping function \(\psi_{py}\) (see “xearm.mpl.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1, pp. 120–121), Equations 2.41 and 2.42 become
\(y_{42} = y_{21}^2\) \hspace{1cm} (2.43)
\(y_{43} = y_{23}^2\) \hspace{1cm} (2.44)

where \(\psi_y(y_{21}), \psi_y(y_{23}), \psi_y(y_{42}),\) and \(\psi_y(y_{43}) \in \text{span}_{Q}(\{q_1, q_2, q_3\})\). Solving Equation 2.44 for \(q_3\) gives

\[q_3 = \frac{b_1}{b_2} q_2^2,\] \hspace{1cm} (2.45)

where \(b_1, b_2 \in Q[\mathcal{P}]\). Substituting Equation 2.45 into Equation 2.43 and solving for \(q_1\) gives

\[q_1 = \frac{-a_2 \pm \sqrt{a_2^2 - 4a_1a_3}}{2a_3},\] \hspace{1cm} (2.46)

where \(a_1, a_2,\) and \(a_3 \in Q(\mathcal{P})[q_2]\) (see “xearm.mpl.trace.pdf” in Protocol S1, pp. 121–126).

Obviously, Equation 2.46 identifies an explicit bistability in the xEARM model. Basis vector coefficient \(q_1\) — and by Equation 2.45, \(q_3\) — can take either of two values for any numerical realization of the model. By examination of \(\psi_{py}\), we find that these two coefficients affect all modified and compound species, as well as synthesis rates for proteins within and upstream of the mitochondria. Using the parameter values supplied in [71], however, we find that one of the solutions to Equation 2.46 is negative. The corresponding steady state is therefore infeasible and the solution was discarded.

In addition to parameters in [71], a full numerical realization of the xEARM model requires values for parameters \(p_{71}, \ldots, p_{86}\) and \(q_2, q_4, \ldots, q_{17}\). All but three of these elements represent first-order degradation rate constants, to which we assigned values equivalent to a half-life of one hour. This value was based on global quantifications of protein turnover in mammalian cells, which revealed that signaling proteins tend to be short-lived [62]. Two of the elements, \(p_{77}\) and \(p_{78}\), represent first-order inactivation fluxes, which we assumed to be ten times faster than protein degradation. The final element \(q_2\) is the steady state abundance of
the mitochondrial Bax2:Bcl2 complex, which we set to 20 molecules. Six of the
elements were then modified from their initial values to better match the dynamics
of caspase activation and PARP cleavage, as reported in [71]. The complete table
of parameter values required to initialize and numerically integrate the xEARM
model is given in Table S2.

For comparison, Table S3 lists the steady state abundances of species in
the original and extended EARM models, sorted in order of decreasing difference.
As expected, every species in EARM with a non-zero abundance has precisely the
same abundance in xEARM, since these are independent parameters in the steady
state solution. Among species with zero abundance in EARM, the mitochondrial
Bax:Bcl2 complex exhibits the greatest disparity, with the steady state abundance
in xEARM being in the low thousands of molecules. Ubiquitinated, cleaved caspase
3 and cleaved PARP are also in the low hundreds of molecules, but this represents
only a small fraction of their total cellular abundance. A full 25 species with
zero abundance in the EARM model have an abundance of less than 1 molecule
in xEARM. This indicates that, even though the steady state reaction velocities
are markedly different between EARM and xEARM, by using $py$-substitution we
were able to engineer a steady state where the species abundances are appreciably
similar between the two models.

Next we asked whether the xEARM model remained viable in the presence
of low doses of TRAIL, but still exhibited MOMP when stimulated with high
doses of TRAIL. To do so we created a numerical realization of the model using
the parameters from Table S2, then perturbed the model from its steady state
using a step increase in the abundance of TRAIL (variable $x_1$). The magnitude of
the step ranged from 1 to 100-fold and was followed by numerical integration of the
mass balance equations out to 48 hours. As shown in Figure 2.6A, MOMP is only
observed in xEARM when TRAIL is increased by $10^{1.25}$-fold or more. We label this
minimum dose of TRAIL required for MOMP $L_{\text{thresh}}$. Increments less than $L_{\text{thresh}}$
result in a small and transient change in cleaved PARP abundance, followed by a
return to the pre-stimulated steady state. By comparison, any magnitude dose of
TRAIL causes MOMP in the original EARM model.
This ability of xEARM to distinguish between low and high doses of TRAIL, in conjunction with an analytical expression for its steady state, allowed us to systematically perturb the steady state and ask how these perturbations affect the sensitivity to TRAIL. To illustrate this capability we varied the steady state abundance of each major xEARM species over a 100-fold range, centered about each species' wildtype value as reported in Table S2. For each variation, we performed a binary search to identify $L_{\text{thresh}}$. The results from this procedure are plotted in Figure 2.6B. As expected, increases in XIAP, Bcl2, FLIP, and Bar result in reduced sensitivity to TRAIL stimulation, while increases in Procaspsase 8, TRAIL receptor DR4/5, Bax, and Bid result in increased sensitivity [21]. What is interesting, however, is the following. First, TRAIL sensitivity is most affected by changes in the abundance of Procaspsase 8 and Bar, an inhibitor of active caspase 8 [99]. The ability to activate caspase 8, then, appears to be a critical determinant of TRAIL sensitivity, as previously suggested [100, 101]. Second, the abundances of Procaspsase 3, 6, and 9 have little effect on the sensitivity to TRAIL. This observation is in good agreement with the model-based prediction that induction of MOMP does not require positive-feedback via this caspase loop [71].

A common metric for describing how model parameters affect the sensitivity to TRAIL is to calculate the change in time at which death occurs in response to a small change in each parameter [66, 102, 98]. It is conceivable, however, that changes in the time of death do not accurately reflect changes in the threshold of TRAIL at which death occurs. Therefore, to test this assumption we calculated parameter sensitivity coefficients for the ligand threshold, $\partial L_{\text{thresh}}/\partial p$, and the time at which death occurs, $\partial t_{\text{PARP}}/\partial p$, using the xEARM and EARM models, respectively. The numerators $\partial L_{\text{thresh}}$ and $\partial t_{\text{PARP}}$ were calculated by backward finite difference approximation and all sensitivities were normalized to the maximum observed sensitivity for each metric (Figure 2.6C). The data show good agreement for positive regulators of TRAIL sensitivity, but some disparity in the negative regulators. Specifically, while $t_{\text{PARP}}$ is particularly sensitive to changes in XIAP and Bcl2, $L_{\text{thresh}}$ is most sensitive to changes in Bar. This result argues that some caution should be taken when equating changes in the time of death with changes
in TRAIL sensitivity.

2.4 Discussion

We have described a simple but flexible method for deriving analytical expressions for the steady states of mass action models. Central to our method is the observation that mass action models are systems of polynomial equations that are generally no greater than degree 2. This permits a partitioning of rate constants and species concentrations into disjoint sets of quantities, \( P \) and \( Y \), where the reaction velocity vector is linear with respect to the variables in \( Y \). If the cardinality of \( Y \) is greater than the rank of the stoichiometric matrix, then the steady state equation can be solved analytically using simple linear methods.

There is considerable benefit to deriving an analytical expression for the steady state of a model. An analytical expression can be used to identify network ultrasensitivity [103], robustness [104], multistationarity [105], and invariants [106]. For enzyme catalytic models that have no true steady state but nevertheless satisfy the assumptions for quasi-steady state, an analytical expression can relate the rate of product formation to the initial concentrations of the substrates and enzyme [107]. Critically, these properties do not depend on the numerical values of the parameters, which may be difficult to measure [108]. In our companion manuscript, we show that analytical steady state expressions can be used to identify changes in the kinetic rate constants that do not alter the species concentrations. These *isostatic perturbations* can be used to characterize the dynamic plasticity of a system, and also how changes in the rates of protein turnover can affect the response to perturbation, independently of changes to steady state concentrations.

Even if numerical interrogation is ultimately intended and all parameters must be assigned values, deriving an analytical expression for the steady state still confers a number of benefits. First, including steady state constraints can facilitate the construction of a model [109]. As illustrated by our treatment of the Open Michaelis-Menten model, *py*-substitution affords considerable flexibility in selecting which quantities are independent — thus requiring numerical values prior to...
simulation — and which quantities can be derived from the independent quantities. This partly transforms the problem of parameterizing a model from one of numerically fitting the rate constants to available data [110], to one of identifying the steady state expression that maximizes incorporation of known quantities into the independent set of parameters. Second, incorporating steady state concentration measurements can reduce the total number of parameters required. In the traditional approach to parameterization, every rate constant is assigned a value prior to simulation, as well as the abundance of any species not subject to synthesis and degradation. Using \textit{py}-substitution, only independent quantities must be assigned a value. This number is equal to the total number of species and reactions, minus the rank of the stoichiometric matrix. As the stoichiometric matrix approaches full rank, this number converges to the number of species. Since most systems have more reactions than species, \textit{py}-substitution often requires fewer parameters than the traditional approach. This can be observed in the xEARM model, where 119 parameters are required for simulation after deriving a steady state expression using \textit{py}-substitution (100 rate constants, 18 species, and the mitochondrial volume), versus 133 parameters required for traditional parameterization (115 rate constants, 17 species, and the mitochondrial volume).

Further, in the case of the xEARM model, we have demonstrated that an analytical expression of the steady state allows systematic characterization of its effect on the response to perturbation. This was made possible in two ways. First, it allowed the model to operate at a non-trivial steady state. In the original EARM model, infinite sensitivity to TRAIL is caused by unbalanced reactions. Once the receptor is engaged, caspase cleavage and pore formation proceed deterministically to completion. As a result, for cells to be “alive” prior to stimulation, the model must assume a trivial steady state in which the abundance of TRAIL and all reaction velocities are zero. Using \textit{py}-substitution, we were able to engineer a non-trivial steady state that is viable at low doses of TRAIL. Second, we were able to apply systematic changes to the steady state concentrations. By virtue of the mapping function $\psi_{ss}$, these resulted in compensating changes to the kinetic rate constants such that steady state was preserved. For each modification, we
were then able to calculate the number of TRAIL molecules required to induce cell
death, as well as the sensitivity of this threshold to changes in the steady state
concentrations of different species.

Previous studies with models operating at trivial steady states employed
sensitivity metrics that were with respect to the time at which death occurs,
and not whether it occurs [66, 98]. These studies suggested that the dynamics
of TRAIL-induced cell death depend critically on Bcl-2 [98]. Also, whether cell
death proceeds to completion depends on XIAP [98], and whether the mitochon-
drial feed-forward loop is required depends on the ratio of XIAP to Procasparse 3
[111]. In contrast, our analysis indicates that whether cell death occurs is primar-
ily determined by the ratio of Procasparse 8 to its negative regulator, Bar. Our
sensitivity analysis with respect to the threshold at which death occurs is therefore
related to but distinct from analyses that consider only the timing of death, and
may relate better to clinical applications since we don’t assume co-treatment with
cyclohexamide.

For all these reasons, an analytical expression for the steady state of a model
can be of general benefit to cell systems modeling. Indeed, other methods have
previously addressed the challenge of deriving analytical steady state expressions,
most notably the King-Altman method. Prior to the advent of modern computers,
the authors realized that for a particular class of mass action models, the laborious
calculation of steady state enzyme ratios could be achieved by a conceptually
simpler graphical method. As we have shown, however, this simpler approach is
no longer more efficient. More significantly, the King-Altman method requires that
all reactions be first- or pseudo-first order in the time-varying species. Without this
stipulation, Equation 2.3 no longer holds and the reaction network can no longer
be described by a graph. This requirement is often stated as a pair of assumptions:
1) that no enzyme is itself a substrate and 2) that all substrates remain constant
over the time scale of steady state formation [78]. The second of these can be
considered common to any method that treats time-varying species as constants
when solving the steady state equation. The first of these, however, is violated by
any cascade of post-translational modifications, for example the well-known MAP
Figure 2.6: Steady state determinants of sensitivity of TRAIL-induced cell death. A. The dynamics of PARP cleavage are shown for EARM (left) and xEARM (right), in response to increasing doses of the TRAIL ligand (gray to blue). The abundance of cleaved PARP for each model has been normalized to the maximum observed abundance. For each model, for a particular dose of TRAIL, the time $t_{\text{PARP}}$ at which PARP is 50% cleaved is indicated by the dashed red lines. For xEARM, the minimum abundance of TRAIL required to observe MOMP, $L_{\text{thresh}}$, is indicated on the color scale at right. B. Changes in $L_{\text{thresh}}$ in response to changes in the steady state abundance of 12 primary xEARM species. Species have been sorted from left to right in order of those for which an increase in abundance results in the greatest increase in TRAIL sensitivity, to those for which an increase in abundance result in the greatest decrease in sensitivity. C. Normalized sensitivity coefficients for $L_{\text{thresh}}$, calculated using the xEARM model (blue), and $t_{\text{PARP}}$, calculated using both EARM (white) and xEARM (gray), for each of the 12 primary species in panel (B).
kinase cascade [112].

Although recent methods relax these assumptions [84, 85], in the contemporary systems biology literature, analytical derivation of the steady state rarely, if ever, precedes numerical interrogation of a model. Since this derivation is of considerable value, we sought to develop a method that was simple, scalable, and general to mass action models. First, we described our method using only concepts from linear algebra, and we have provided complete code for all seven examples described in this manuscript, with implementations in either Matlab or Maple. Second, we show that \textit{py}-substitution scales well. The xEARM model has 58 species and 115 reactions, and we were able to derive a steady state expression in less than a minute on a conventional desktop computer. Finally, we demonstrated that \textit{py}-substitution can be generally applied to chemical reaction networks whose reaction velocities are modeled by mass action kinetics. This is a considerably broader class of models than can be addressed using the King-Altman and other methods, which require that the reaction network exhibit specific structural properties.

This does, however, open up an interesting avenue for further research: precisely what properties must a mass action model exhibit for its steady state to be derived using \textit{py}-substitution? How many different steady state expressions are possible, and which of these is the “best”? As we have shown with the fumarase model, even after the rate constants and species concentrations were partitioned into sets $P$ and $\mathcal{Y}$, 72 different steady state expressions were possible. These different expressions arose from flexibility in selecting the pivot columns in the coefficient matrix, since the pivot vs. free columns partition the linear variables into dependent vs. independent variables. Equivalently, these different expressions arise from flexibility in ordering the linear variables, since different orderings permute the columns of the coefficient matrix and result in a different reduced row echelon form. Since the number of possible steady state expressions is large but finite, a combinatorial optimization strategy ought to be able to identify the best steady state expression, where the difference between any two expressions could take into account measurement uncertainty in the independent quantities, as well as computational complexity in deriving the final steady state expression.
Finally, we consider that the steady state may not be the only state of interest, but perhaps specified dynamic states as well. Essentially, this replaces the zero vector in Equation 2.1 with a vector of non-zero values. From linear algebra, we know that the solution to this dynamic equation can be expressed as the sum of a particular solution to the dynamic equation and an arbitrary point in the null space of the coefficient matrix. The solution is thus straightforward, raising the possibility of incorporating specific dynamic states into the parameterization of a model as well.

Chapter 2, in part, is a reprint of material as it appears in PLoS Computational Biology. Loriaux, Paul M; Tesler, Glenn; Hoffmann, Alexander, Public Library of Science 2013. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.
Chapter 3

A Protein Turnover Signaling Motif Controls the
Stimulus-Sensitivity of Stress Response Pathways

Stimulus-induced perturbations from the steady state are a hallmark of signal transduction. In some signaling modules, the steady state is characterized by rapid synthesis and degradation of signaling proteins. Conspicuous among these are the p53 tumor suppressor, its negative regulator Mdm2, and the negative feedback regulator of NF-κB, IκBα. We investigated the physiological importance of this turnover, or flux, using a computational method that allows flux to be systematically altered independently of the steady state protein abundances. Applying our method to a prototypical signaling module, we show that flux can precisely control the dynamic response to perturbation. Next, we applied our method to experimentally validated models of p53 and NF-κB signaling. We find that high p53 flux is required for oscillations in response to a saturating dose of ionizing radiation (IR). In contrast, high flux of Mdm2 is not required for oscillations but preserves p53 sensitivity to sub-saturating doses of IR. In the NF-κB system, degradation of NF-κB-bound IκB by the IκB kinase (IKK) is required for activation in response
to TNF, while high IKK-independent degradation prevents spurious activation in response to metabolic stress or low doses of TNF. Our work identifies flux pairs with opposing functional effects as a signaling motif that controls the stimulus-sensitivity of the p53 and NF-κB stress-response pathways, and may constitute a general design principle in signaling pathways.

3.1 Introduction

Eukaryotic cells must constantly recycle their proteomes. Of the approximately $10^9$ proteins in a typical mouse L929 fibrosarcoma cell, $10^6$ are degraded every minute [113]. Assuming first-order degradation kinetics, this rate of constitutive protein turnover, or flux, imposes an average half-life of 24 hours. Not all proteins are equally stable, however. Genome-wide quantifications of protein turnover in HeLa cells [114, 115] and 3T3 murine fibroblasts [62] show that protein half-lives can span several orders of magnitude. Thus while some proteins exist for months and even years [116], others are degraded within minutes. Gene ontology terms describing signaling functions are highly enriched among short-lived proteins [115, 117, 118], suggesting that rapid turnover is required for proper signal transduction. Indeed, defects in protein turnover are implicated in the pathogenesis of cancer and other types of human disease [119, 120].

Conspicuous among short-lived signaling proteins are those that regulate the p53 and NF-κB stress response pathways. The p53 protein itself, for example, has a half-life of less than 30 minutes [121, 122]. Mdm2, the E3 ubiquitin ligase responsible for regulating p53, has a half-life of 45 minutes [62]. And the half-life of unbound IκBα, the negative feedback regulator of NF-κB, is less than 15 minutes [123, 23] (see Figure 3.1), requiring that 6,500 new copies of IκBα be synthesized every minute [23]. Given the energetic costs of protein synthesis, we hypothesized that rapid turnover of these proteins is critical to the stimulus-response behavior of their associated pathways.

To test our hypothesis we developed a method to systematically alter the rates of protein turnover in mass action models without affecting their steady state
Figure 3.1: A genome-wide distribution of protein flux. A histogram of protein flux was generated from data in [62] (N=5030). Assuming first-order degradation kinetics, the published half-life for each protein was used in conjunction with its steady state abundance to calculate its rate of synthesis. This rate was then divided by the steady state abundance to derive each protein’s normalized flux, that is, the fraction of its steady state population that is synthesized every hour. Normalized flux values for Mdm2, p53, and unbound IκBα are indicated by the dashed lines. Daggers denote proteins whose half-lives are extrinsic to the dataset.
abundances. Our method requires an analytical expression for the steady state of a model, which we derive using the \textit{py}-substitution method described in the previous chapter. From this expression, changes in parameter values that do not affect the steady state are found in the null space of the matrix whose elements are the partial derivatives of the species abundances with respect to the parameters. We call this vector space the \textit{isostatic subspace}. After deriving a basis for this subspace, linear combinations of basis vectors identify \textit{isostatic perturbations} that modify specific reactions independently of all the others, for example those that control protein turnover. By systematic application of these isostatic perturbations to a model operating at steady state, the effects of flux on stimulus-responsiveness can be studied in isolation of changes to steady state abundances (see Section 3.4).

We first apply our method to a prototypical negative feedback module in which an activator controls the expression of its own negative regulator. We show that reducing the flux of either the activator or its inhibitor slows the response to stimulation. However, reducing the flux of the activator lowers the magnitude of the response, whereas reducing the flux of the inhibitor increases it. This complementarity allows the activator and inhibitor fluxes to exert precise control over the module’s response to stimulation.

Given this level of control, we hypothesized that rapid turnover of p53 and Mdm2 must be required for p53 signaling. A hallmark of p53 is that it responds to DNA damage in a series of digital pulses [124, 125, 36, 35, 126]. These pulses are important for determining cell fate [127, 128, 9]. To test whether high p53 and Mdm2 flux are required for p53 pulses, we applied our method to a model in which exposure to ionizing radiation (IR) results in oscillations of active p53 [35]. By varying each flux over three orders of magnitude, we show that high p53 flux is indeed required for oscillations. In contrast, high Mdm2 flux is not required, but rather controls the refractory time in response to transient stimulation. If the flux of Mdm2 is low, a second stimulus after 22 hours does not result in appreciable activation of p53.

In contrast to p53, the flux of NF-\(\kappa\)B turnover is very low, while the flux of its inhibitor, IkB, is very high. Prior to stimulation, most NF-\(\kappa\)B is sequestered
in the cytoplasm by IκB. Upon stimulation by an inflammatory signal like tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF), IκB is phosphorylated and degraded, resulting in rapid but transient translocation of NF-κB to the nucleus and activation of its target genes [129, 130, 131]. Two separate pathways are responsible for the turnover of IκB [123]. In one, IκB bound to NF-κB is phosphorylated by the IκB kinase (IKK) and targeted for degradation by the ubiquitin-proteasome system. In the other pathway, unbound IκB is targeted for degradation and requires neither IKK nor ubiquitination [40, 132]. We call these the “productive” and “futile” fluxes, respectively. Applying our method to a model of NF-κB activation, we show that the futile flux acts as a negative regulator of NF-κB activation while the productive flux acts as a positive regulator. We find that turnover of bound IκB is required for NF-κB activation in response to TNF, while high turnover of unbound IκB prevents spurious activation of NF-κB in response to low doses of TNF or ribotoxic stress caused by ultraviolet light (UV). As with p53 then, juxtaposition of a positive and negative regulatory flux govern the sensitivity of NF-κB to different stimuli, and may constitute a common signaling motif for controlling stimulus-specificity in diverse signaling pathways.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Activator and inhibitor fluxes can precisely control the dynamics of signaling

To examine the effects of flux on stimulus-responsiveness, we return to the prototypical negative feedback model introduced in Chapter 1 (Figure 3.2.1A). Recall that this model has four kinetic parameters, the rates of synthesis and degradation of the activator X and its inhibitor, Y (k₁, k₂, k₃, and k₄). The dynamics of the activator in response to stimulation can be described by its maximum amplitude, A and the time T at which A is observed (Figure 3.2.1B).

To understand how these kinetic parameters shape the response of the activator, we applied systematic changes to the fluxes of X and Y prior to stimulation
Figure 3.2: A prototypical negative feedback module. A. In this simple model of negative feedback control, an activator X is constitutively produced but catalytically degraded by an inhibitor, Y. Y is constitutively degraded but its synthesis requires X. Each of these four reactions is modeled using mass action kinetics. To stimulate the model and activate X, the steady state abundance of Y is instantaneously depleted. B. In response to stimulation, the abundance of X increases until activator-induced synthesis of Y forces a return to steady state. This response can be characterized by $A$, the maximum abundance of X following stimulation, and $T$, the time at which $A$ is observed. Parameters were chosen for this model such that the steady state abundances of X and Y equal one arbitrary unit and the stimulus-induced amplitude of X is 10 a.u. at time $T = 24$. 
and plotted the resulting values of $A$ and $T$. Multiplying the flux of $X$ over the interval $[10^{-1}, 10^1]$ showed, as expected, that the value of $A$ increases while the value of $T$ decreases (Figure 3.2.1A). In other words, a high activator flux results in a strong, fast response to stimulation. If we repeat the process with the inhibitor, we find that both $A$ and $T$ decrease as the flux increases; a high inhibitor flux results in a fast but weak response (Figure 3.2.1B). This result illustrates that fluxes of different regulators can have different but complementary effects on stimulus-induced signaling dynamics.

Complementarity suggests that changes in flux can be identified such that $A$ is altered independently of $T$, or $T$ independently of $A$. Indeed, if both activator and inhibitor fluxes are increased in equal measure, $A$ is held fixed while the value of $T$ decreases (Figure 3.2.1C). Increasing both fluxes thus simultaneously reduces the timescale of the response without affecting its magnitude. An equivalent relationship can be found such that $T$ remains fixed while $A$ is affected (Figure 3.2.1D). Because an increase in either flux will reduce $T$, to alter $A$ without affecting $T$ requires an increase in one flux but a decrease in the other. Also, $T$ is more sensitive to changes in the inhibitor flux versus the activator flux; small changes in the former must be paired with larger changes in the latter. This capability to achieve any value of $A$ or $T$ indicates that flux can precisely control the response to stimulation, without requiring any changes to steady state protein abundance.

### 3.2.2 High p53 and Mdm2 flux is required for p53 responsiveness to ionizing radiation

Given that flux precisely controls the dynamic response to stimulation in a prototypical signaling module, we hypothesized that for p53, oscillations in response to DNA damage require the high rates of turnover reported for p53 and Mdm2. To test this, we applied our method to a published model of p53 activation in response to ionizing gamma radiation (IR), a common DNA damaging agent (Figure 3.2.2A) [35]. Because the model uses arbitrary units, we rescaled it so that the steady state abundances of p53 and Mdm2, as well as their rates of synthesis
Figure 3.3: Effects of flux on the dynamic response to stimulation. 

A. The magnitude of the activator flux is varied between $10^{-1}$ (light gray) and $10^{+1}$ (dark gray) times its nominal steady state value prior to stimulation. The peak amplitude $A$ of $X$ in response to stimulation is observed to increase with the flux of $X$ while the time $T$ at which the peak occurs is observed to decrease. Representative profiles of the activator at low, wildtype, and high values of the flux are shown at right. The dashed red line indicates the nominal wildtype response.

B. The magnitude of the inhibitor flux is varied between $10^{-1}$ and $10^{+1}$ times its nominal steady state value prior to stimulation. Both $A$ and $T$ are observed to decrease.

C. The fluxes of both $X$ and $Y$ are varied simultaneously between $10^{-1}$ and $10^{+1}$ times their nominal wildtype values. As a result, $A$ is held constant while $T$ is reduced.

D. The magnitude of the inhibitor flux is varied between $10^{-1}$ and $10^{+1}$ times its nominal steady state value prior to stimulation. For each value of this flux, the value of activator flux is calculated such that $T$ is held constant. As in panel (B), above, $A$ is observed to decrease as the magnitude of the flux of $Y$ increases.
and degradation, matched published values (see Table 3.2.2). We note that these values are also in good agreement with the consensus parameters reported in [36].

Next we implemented a multiplier of Mdm2-independent p53 flux and let it take values on the interval $[10^{-2}, 10^{+1}]$. For each value we simulated the response to IR using a step function in the production of the upstream Signal molecule, $k_{11}$, as previously described [35]. To characterize the p53 response we let $A_\infty$ be the amplitude of stable oscillations in phosphorylated p53 (Figure 3.2.2B), and use this as a metric for p53 sensitivity. Where $A_\infty > 0$, we say the module is sensitive to IR stimulation. We find that $A_\infty$ is greater than zero only when the flux of p53 is near its observed value or higher (Figure 3.2.2A). If the flux of p53 is reduced by 2-fold or more, p53 no longer stably oscillates in response to stimulation, but exhibits damped oscillations instead.

Interestingly, repeating this analysis with a multiplier for the Mdm2 flux over the same interval reveals that Mdm2 flux has little bearing on p53 oscillations (Figure 3.2.2B). For any value of the multiplier chosen, $A_\infty > 0$. As with p53, this multiplier alters the Signal-independent flux of Mdm2 but does not affect Signal-induced Mdm2 degradation. If oscillations are already compromised by a reduced p53 flux, no concomitant reduction in Mdm2 flux can rescue the oscillations (Figure 3.2.2C). We therefore conclude that the flux of p53, but not Mdm2, is required for IR-sensitivity in the p53 signaling module. What then is the physiological relevance of high Mdm2 flux? In the model, signal-mediated Mdm2 auto-ubiquitination [134] is a major contributor to Mdm2 degradation after stimulation. If Signal production is transient, Mdm2 protein levels must be restored solely via Signal-independent degradation. We therefore hypothesized that if the flux of Mdm2 is low, Mdm2 protein levels would remain elevated after stimulation and compromise sensitivity to subsequent stimuli.

To test this hypothesis we again let the Mdm2 flux multiplier take values over the interval $[10^{-2}, 10^{+1}]$. For each value we stimulated the model with a 2-hour pulse of Signal production, followed by 22 hours of rest, followed by a second 2-hour pulse (Figure 3.2.2B). We defined $A_1$ to be the amplitude of the first peak of phosphorylated p53 and $A_2$ to be the amplitude of the second peak.
Table 3.1: Parameters used in model of p53 oscillations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units¹</th>
<th>Pub²</th>
<th>Ref³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x_1$</td>
<td>Initial p53 inactive concentration</td>
<td>1.5e4</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>2.0e4</td>
<td>[133]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_3$</td>
<td>Initial Mdm2 concentration</td>
<td>1.0e4</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>1.0e4</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>Inactive p53 degradation rate</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>Mdm2 degradation rate</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>Inhibitor degradation rate</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_4$</td>
<td>Inhibitor-independent Signal degradation rate</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_5$</td>
<td>Mdm2-dependent p53 inactive degradation rate</td>
<td>7.5e⁻⁵</td>
<td>Cs⁻¹h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_6$</td>
<td>Mdm2-dependent p53 active degradation rate</td>
<td>2.1e⁻⁵</td>
<td>Cs⁻¹h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_7$</td>
<td>Signal-dependent Mdm2 inactivation rate</td>
<td>7.5e⁻⁶</td>
<td>Cs⁻¹h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_8$</td>
<td>Saturating Inhibitor-dependent Signal degradation rate</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_9$</td>
<td>p53 inactive production rate</td>
<td>3.38e⁴</td>
<td>Cs⁻¹h⁻¹</td>
<td>2.4e⁴</td>
<td>[121]⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{10}$</td>
<td>p53-independent Mdm2 production rate</td>
<td>7.5e³</td>
<td>Cs⁻¹h⁻¹</td>
<td>4.2e³</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{12}$</td>
<td>p53-dependent Mdm2 production rate</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{13}$</td>
<td>Inhibitor production rate</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{14}$</td>
<td>Saturating production rate of p53active</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>h⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>Hill coefficient of Signal degradation by Inhibitor</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>unitless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>Hill coefficient of active p53 production by Signal</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>unitless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>Inhibitor concentration for half-maximal Signal degradation</td>
<td>1.0e⁴</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>Signal concentration for half-maximal p53 production</td>
<td>5.0e⁴</td>
<td>Cs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_5$</td>
<td>Time delay in Mdm2 production</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_6$</td>
<td>Time delay in Inhibitor production</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ 1 Cs is equivalent to 1 copy of the indicated molecule. 1 h is 1 hour.
² Published value. Half-lives were converted to rate constants by inverting and multiplying by ln(2).
³ Citation for published value.
⁴ Value calculated by multiplying p53 steady state abundance ($2e⁴$) by degradation rate constant (1.18).
Figure 3.4: A model of p53 oscillations in response to ionizing radiation. 
A. The model shown here is structurally identical to [35], but parameter values have been scaled to match published rates of synthesis and degradation for p53 and Mdm2 as well as their steady state abundances (see Section 3.4, Methods). 
B. Ionizing radiation is modeled as an increase in synthesis of the Signal molecule (left; model parameter $k_{11}$) [35]. In response to a step increase in Signal production, phosphorylated p53 is observed to oscillate. We define $A_\infty$ to be the amplitude of the stable oscillations. In response to a 2-hour pulse in Signal production (right), p53 exhibits a transient peak in phosphorylation, as does Mdm2. We define $A_1$ to be the amplitude of phosphorylated p53, and $A_2$ to be its amplitude in response to a second, identical pulse, 22 hours after the first pulse.
Figure 3.5: Effects of flux on the p53 response to ionizing radiation.
A. The Mdm2-independent flux of p53 is varied between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{+1}$ times its wildtype value prior to a step increase in Signal production (model parameter $k_{11}$; light gray to dark gray) [35]. The magnitude of $A_\infty$ is plotted as a function of this p53 flux multiplier. Values that give rise to stable oscillations are shaded in blue. At right, representative profiles of phosphorylated p53 are shown for high, wildtype, moderate, and low values of the multiplier. Note that the wildtype flux is indicated by the dashed line in red. B. As panel (A)), above, but now the p53-independent flux of Mdm2 is varied between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{+1}$ times its wildtype value (light gray to dark gray). Stable oscillations are observed for all values of the Mdm2 flux multiplier. C. As panel (B), above, but for all simulations the flux of p53 is at one-tenth its nominal wildtype value. Instead of sustained oscillations, damped oscillations are observed for all values of the Mdm2 flux multiplier. D. The flux of p53 is varied between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{+1}$ times its wildtype value prior to a 2-hour pulse in Signal production, followed by 22 hours of rest, followed by a second 2-hour pulse. No difference is observed in the amplitude of phosphorylated p53 in response to the first and second pulse. E. As panel (D), above, but now the flux of Mdm2 is varied instead of p53. At lower values of the Mdm2 flux multiplier, a significant difference is observed between the amplitude of phosphorylated p53 in response to the first and second pulse. F. As panel (D), above, but while the p53 flux is allowed to vary, the flux of Mdm2 is held constant at $10^{-1.5}$ times its wildtype value. This concomitant reduction of the p53 flux is not able to rescue the Mdm2-compromised response to the second pulse.
Figure 3.6: Choice of interval time does not affect the role of Mdm2 flux in p53 refractory time. This plot is identical to Figure 3.2.2D-E, except that the interval between pulses is taken to be 6 (magenta), 12 (yellow), 24 (green), or 48 hours (cyan). Representative traces at right are grouped according to interval time.
Sensitivity to the second pulse is defined as the difference between $A_1$ and $A_2$, with $A_1 - A_2 = 0$ indicating full sensitivity. As seen in Figures 3.2.2D and E, the flux of p53 has no bearing on the sensitivity to the second pulse while the flux of Mdm2 strongly affects it. At one one-hundredth the observed Mdm2 flux — corresponding to protein half-life of 3-days — over 20,000 fewer molecules of p53 are phosphorylated, representing more than a two-fold reduction in sensitivity (Figure 3.2.2E). This result is robust with respect to the interval of time chosen between pulses (Figure 3.2.2). If the sensitivity to the second pulse is already compromised by a reduced Mdm2 flux, a concomitant reduction in p53 flux fails to rescue it, while an increase in p53 flux still further reduces it (Figure 3.2.2F). We therefore conclude that the flux of Mdm2, and not p53, controls the system’s refractory time, and a high Mdm2 flux is required to re-establish sensitivity after transient stimulation.

### 3.2.3 High IκB flux buffers NF-κB from activation in response to UV and low doses of TNF

A second major stress-response pathway is that of NF-κB. NF-κB is potently induced by the inflammatory cytokine TNF, but shows a remarkable resistance to internal metabolic perturbations or ribotoxic stresses induced by ultraviolet light (UV) [23], or to triggers of the unfolded protein response (UPR) [135]. Like p53, the dynamics of NF-κB activation play a major role in determining target gene expression programs [10, 12]. Although NF-κB is considered stable, the flux of IκBα — the major feedback regulator of NF-κB — is conspicuously high. We hypothesized that turnover of IκB controls the stimulus-responsiveness of the NF-κB signaling module.

Beginning with a published model of NF-κB activation [23], we removed the beta and epsilon isoforms of IκB, leaving only the predominant isoform, IκBα (hereafter, simply “IκB”; Figure 3.2.3A). Steady state analysis of this model supported the observation that almost all IκB is degraded by either of two pathways: a “futile” flux, in which IκB is synthesized and degraded as an unbound monomer; and a “productive” flux, in which free IκB enters the nucleus and binds to NF-κB,
shuttles to the cytoplasm, then binds to and is targeted for degradation by IKK (Figure 3.2.3B). These two pathways account for 92.5% and 7.3% of the total IκB flux, respectively. The inflammatory stimulus TNF was modeled as before, using a numerically-defined IKK activity profile derived from in vitro kinase assays [12] (Figure 3.2.3A, variable T). Stimulating with TNF results in strong but transient activation of NF-κB. A second stimulus, ribotoxic stress induced by UV irradiation, was modeled as 50% reduction in translation and results in only modest activity [23]. As above, we let $A_T$ be the amplitude of activated NF-κB in response to TNF and $T_T$ the time at which $A_T$ is observed. Analogously, we let $A_U$ be the amplitude of NF-κB in response to UV, and $T_U$ the time at which NF-κB activation equals one-half $A_U$ (see Figure 3.2.3C). We then implemented multipliers for the futile and productive flux and let each multiplier take values on the interval $[10^{-2}, 10^{+1}]$. For each value we simulated the NF-κB response to TNF and UV and plotted the effects on $A$ and $T$.

The results show that reducing the productive flux yields a slower, weaker response to TNF (Figure 3.2.3A). By analogy to Figure 3.2.1, this indicates that the productive flux of IκB is a positive regulator of NF-κB activation. In contrast, the futile flux acts as a negative regulator of NF-κB activity, though its effects on $A_T$ and $T_T$ are more modest (Figure 3.2.3B). Thus, similar to p53, the activation of NF-κB is controlled by a positive and negative regulatory flux. In response to UV, a reduction in either flux delays NF-κB activation, but reducing the futile flux results in a significant increase in $A_U$ while reducing the productive flux has almost no effect (Figure 3.2.3C and D). Conversely, while an increase in the futile flux has no effect on $A_U$, an increase in the productive flux results in a significant increase. If we now define NF-κB to be sensitive to TNF or UV when $A_T$ or $A_U$ are ten-fold higher than its active but pre-stimulated steady state abundance, then TNF sensitivity requires a productive flux multiplier $> 10^{-1.6}$, while UV insensitivity requires a productive flux multiplier $< 10^{0.7}$ and a futile flux multiplier $> 10^{-0.8}$. This suggests that the flux pathways of IκB may be optimized to preserve NF-κB sensitivity to external inflammatory stimuli while minimizing sensitivity to internal metabolic stresses.
Figure 3.7: A model of IκB-regulated NF-κB activation. A. An IκB-centric diagram of NF-κB regulation. IκB is transcribed in an NF-κB-dependent and -independent manner. Translated IκB may bind to IKK (cyan), NF-κB (yellow), or both (green), or it may shuttle to the nucleus and bind to NF-κB there. Degradation of IκB is possible from any state, though only when bound to IKK can degradation be enhanced by IKK activity. Activation of NF-κB is achieved by the time-dependent numerical inputs $T$ (magenta) and $U$ (violet). $T$ represents the activity of IKK kinase while $U$ is the efficiency of mRNA translation. Both are defined over the interval $[0,1]$, with $T(t<0) = 0.01$ and $U(t<0) = 1.0$ being their wildtype, unstimulated values. B. The futile (red) and productive (blue) IκB degradation fluxes. The fraction of total IκB flux through each reaction is listed next to the corresponding reaction arrow. C. Two stimuli used in our analysis of NF-κB activation and the effects of IκB flux. Stimulation by TNF is modeled using the time-dependent IKK activation profile described in [12] and results in strong but transient activation of NF-κB. Stimulation by UV is modeled as a 50% reduction of translational efficiency, as described in [23], and results in modest but sustained activation. As with p53, we define $A_T$ and $A_U$ to be the maximum activity of NF-κB in response to TNF and UV, respectfully, and $T_T$ to be the time at which $A_T$ is observed. Because $A_T$ is observed infinitely often, we define $T_U$ to be the time at which NF-κB activation reaches one-half $A_U$. 
In contrast to p53, the negative regulatory flux of IκB dominates the positive flux. We hypothesized that this imbalance must affect the sensitivity of NF-κB to weak stimuli. To test this hypothesis we generated dose-response curves for TNF and UV using the following multipliers for the futile flux: $10^{-2}$, $10^{-1}$, $10^{0}$, and $10^{+1}$. The results confirm that reducing the futile flux of IκB results in hypersensitivity at low doses of TNF (Figure 3.3A). At one one-hundredth the wildtype flux, a ten-fold weaker TNF stimulus yields an equivalent NF-κB response to the full TNF stimulus at the wildtype flux. Similarly, a high futile flux prevents strong activation of NF-κB in response to UV (Figure 3.2.3B). At $10^{-1}$ and $10^{-2}$ times the futile flux, UV stimulation results in a 20-fold increase in NF-κB activity, compared to just a 2-fold increase at the wildtype flux. We therefore conclude that turnover of unbound IκB controls the EC50 of the NF-κB signaling module, and that rapid turnover renders NF-κB resistant to metabolic and spurious inflammatory stimuli.

3.3 Discussion

Previous studies have shown that the fluxes of p53 [121, 122], its inhibitor Mdm2 [136, 137], and the unbound negative regulator of NF-κB, IκB [123], are remarkably high. To investigate whether rapid turnover of these proteins is required for the stimulus-response behavior of the p53 and NF-κB stress response pathways, we developed a computational method to alter protein turnover, or flux, independently of steady state protein abundance.

For p53, we show that high flux is required for sensitivity to sustained stimulation after ionizing radiation (Figure 3.2.2A). Interestingly, inactivating mutations in p53 have long been known to enhance its stability [138], either by interfering with Mdm2-catalyzed p53 ubiquitination [139, 140], or by affecting p53’s ability to bind DNA and induce the expression of new Mdm2 [141, 142, 143, 144]. Inactivation of p53 also compromises the cell’s sensitivity to IR [15, 14, 145, 146]. Our results offer an intriguing explanation for this phenomenon, that p53 instability is required for oscillations in response to IR. Indeed, IR sensitivity was shown to correlate with p53 mRNA abundance [147, 148, 149], a likely determinant of p53
Figure 3.8: Effects of I\(\kappa\)B flux on the NF-\(\kappa\)B response to stimulation.

A. The productive flux of I\(\kappa\)B was varied between \(10^{-2}\) and \(10^{+1}\) times its wildtype value prior to stimulation by TNF (light gray to dark gray), and the resulting NF-\(\kappa\)B response values \(A_T\) and \(T_T\) plotted in columns 2 and 3. Representative nuclear NF-\(\kappa\)B profiles for low, moderate, wildtype, and high values of the flux multiplier are shown at right. Again, the wildtype productive flux is indicated by the dashed line in red.

B. The futile flux of I\(\kappa\)B was varied between \(10^{-2}\) and \(10^{+1}\) times its wildtype value prior to stimulation by TNF and the resulting NF-\(\kappa\)B response values \(A_T\) and \(T_T\) plotted in columns 2 and 3.

C and D. As (A) and (B), above, but the response to UV stimulation is plotted instead of TNF.
protein flux. In further support of this hypothesis, mouse embryonic fibroblasts lacking the insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF-1R) exhibit reduced p53 synthesis and degradation, but normal protein abundance. These cells were also shown to be insensitive to DNA damage, caused by the chemotherapeutic agent etoposide [137].

Like p53, increased stability of Mdm2 has been observed in human leukemic cell lines [150], and Mdm2 is a strong determinant of IR sensitivity [16, 17]. Again our results suggest these observations may be related. Activation of p53 in response to IR is mediated by the ATM kinase (“Signal” in Figure 3.2.2) [151, 152]. Batchelor et al. show that saturating doses of IR result in feedback-driven pulses of ATM, and therefore p53 [35]. In Figure 3.2.2B we show that these are independent of Mdm2 flux. However, sub-saturating doses of IR (10 Gy versus 0.5 Gy) [153, 133] cause only transient activation of ATM [154], after which constitutive Mdm2 synthesis is required to restore p53 sensitivity (Figure 3.2.2E). This suggests that high Mdm2 flux is required for sensitivity to prolonged exposure to sub-saturating doses of IR. Indeed, this inverse relationship between flux and refractory time has been observed before. In Ba/F3 pro-B cells, high turnover of the Epo receptor maintains a linear, non-refractory response over a broad range of ligand concentrations [22].

For NF-κB, our method revealed that an isostatic reduction in the half-life of IκB sensitizes NF-κB to TNF (Figure 3.3A), as well as to ribotoxic stress agents like UV (Figure 3.3B). This observation agrees with previous theoretical studies using a dual kinase motif, where differential stability in the effector isoforms can modulate the dynamic range of the response [155]. For NF-κB, the flux of free IκB acts as a kinetic buffer against weak or spurious stimuli, similar to serial post-translational modifications on the T cell receptor [156], or complementary kinase-phosphatase activities in bacterial two-component systems [157]. In contrast, increasing the half-life of IκBα alone — without a coordinated increase in its rate of synthesis — increases the abundance of free IκBα and actually dampens the activity of NF-κB in response to TNF [40]. This difference highlights the distinction between isostatic perturbations and traditional, unbalanced
Figure 3.9: IκB flux controls the sensitivity of NF-κB to stimulation by TNF and UV. A. The futile flux of IκB was varied between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{+1}$ times its wildtype value prior to stimulation with variable doses of TNF (see Methods). For low, medium, high, and wildtype values of the futile flux, the area under the NF-κB activation curve is plotted as a function of TNF dose. The region of the plot corresponding to low doses of TNF, where the activation of IKK does not exceed 10%, is shaded in pink. (B) As above, but variable doses of UV are used instead of TNF. Because the response to UV is sustained and not transient, we have plotted the value of $A_U$ as a function of UV dose instead of the area under the NF-κB activation curve.
perturbations that also affect the steady state abundances. It also calls attention to a potential hazard when trying to correlate stimulus-responsiveness with protein abundance measurements: observed associations between responses and protein abundances do not rule out implied changes in kinetic parameters as the causal link. Indeed static, and not kinetic measurements, are the current basis for molecular diagnosis of clinical specimens. Thus while nuclear expression of p53 [158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165] and NF-κB [166, 167, 168] have been shown to correlate with resistance to treatment in human cancer, the correlation is not infallible [15, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173]. If stimulus-responsiveness can be controlled by protein turnover independently of changes to steady state abundance, then correlations between abundance and a therapeutic response may be masked by isostatic heterogeneity between cells.

For p53 and NF-κB, we show that stimulus sensitivity can be controlled by a paired positive and negative regulatory flux. We propose that this pairing may constitute a common regulatory motif in cell signaling. In contrast to other regulatory motifs [174, 175], the “flux motif” described here does not have a unique structure. The positive p53 flux, for example, is formed by the synthesis and degradation of p53 itself, while the positive flux in the NF-κB system includes the nuclear import of free NF-κB and export of NF-κB bound to IκB. For p53, the negative flux is formed by synthesis and degradation of Mdm2, while for NF-κB it is formed by the synthesis, shuttling, and degradation of cytoplasmic and nuclear IκB. Thus the reaction structure for each flux is quite different, but they nevertheless form a regulatory motif that is common to both pathways (Figure 3.3). And since the mathematical models used here are only abstractions of the underlying network, the true structure of the p53 and NF-κB flux motifs are in reality even more complex.

Finally, in this study we have examined the effects of flux on stimulus-responsiveness, but in a typical signaling module, many other isostatic perturbations exist. For example, the isostatic subspace of our NF-κB model has 18 dimensions, of which only a few were required by the analysis presented here. By simultaneously considering all isostatic perturbations, some measure of the
dynamic plasticity of a system can be estimated, perhaps as a function of its steady state. Such an investigation can inform diagnosis of biological samples, and whether information from a single, static observation is sufficient to predict the response to a particular chemical treatment, or whether live-cell measurements are required as well. As we have shown that protein turnover can be a powerful determinant of stimulus-sensitivity, we anticipate that kinetic measurements will be useful predictors of sensitivity to chemical therapeutics.

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 Modeling isostatic perturbations in protein turnover

To begin, we assume that the system of interest has been modeled using mass action kinetics and that the steady state abundance of every biochemical species is a known function of input parameters. In other words,

\[ \bar{x} = f(p) \]

such that

\[ \frac{d\bar{x}}{dt} = 0. \]  (3.1)

Equation 3.1 is the well-known steady state equation; \( p \) is a vector of independent parameters, and \( x \) is the vector of species abundances. As stated in Chapter 1, we use an overbar to denote a vector \( \bar{x} \) that satisfies Equation 3.1. For excellent reviews on mass action models and their limitations, see [81-83]. For a method on finding analytical solutions to the steady state equation, see our accompanying manuscript. Next, we wish to find a change \( \Delta p \) in the input parameters such that the resulting change \( \Delta x \) in the species abundances is zero, where \( \Delta x \) is defined as

\[ \Delta x = \bar{x}(p + \Delta p) - \bar{x}(p). \]
Figure 3.10: A paired positive and negative flux motif controls stimulus-sensitivity in the p53 and NF-κB stress response pathways. A. For p53, the positive (+) flux is formed by the synthesis and degradation of p53 itself. The negative (-) flux is formed by synthesis and degradation of Mdm2. Together these fluxes control the sensitivity of p53 to IR-stimulation, which acts by inducing the synthesis of p53 and the degradation of Mdm2. B. For NF-κB the (+) flux is formed by association and dissociation of NF-κB from its negative regulator, IκB. The (-) flux is formed by synthesis and degradation of IκB. These fluxes control the sensitivity of NF-κB to TNF-stimulation, which induces the dissociation of NF-κB from IκB, and UV-stimulation, which inhibits the synthesis of IκB.
Thus for $\Delta x = 0$, we require that

$$\bar{x}(p) = \bar{x}(p + \Delta p).$$

The right-hand side of this equation can be approximated by a truncated Taylor series, as follows:

$$\bar{x}(p + \Delta p) \approx \bar{x}(p) + J_x \Delta p,$$

where $J_x$ is the Jacobian matrix whose elements are the partial derivatives of each species with respect to each parameter. Thus, for $\Delta x = 0$ we require that

$$J_x \Delta p = 0.$$

In other words, $\Delta p$ must lie in the null space of $J_x$. We call this the isostatic subspace of the model — parameter perturbations in this subspace will not affect any of the steady state species abundances. If $\Delta p$ lies within the isostatic subspace, it is an isostatic perturbation vector. Let $N_x$ be a matrix whose columns form a basis for the isostatic subspace. Then a general expression for an isostatic perturbation vector is simply

$$p = N_x q.$$

where $q$ is a vector of unknown basis vector coefficients. Finally, Equation 3.2 can be solved for a specific linear combination of basis vectors that achieves the desired perturbation. In our case we identified those combinations that result in changes to protein turnover.

### 3.4.2 A prototypical negative feedback model

Our prototypical negative feedback model consists of two species, an activator $X$ and an inhibitor $Y$, and four reactions, illustrated in Figure 3.2.1A. Let $\bar{x}_1$ denote the steady state abundance of the activator and $\bar{x}_2$ denote the abundance
of the inhibitor. An analytical expression for the steady state of this model was identified by solving Equation 3.1 for the rates of synthesis, giving

\[ k_1 = k_3 \bar{x}_1 \bar{x}_2 \] (3.3)
\[ k_2 = k_4 \frac{\bar{x}_2}{\bar{x}_1}. \] (3.4)

To parameterize the model we first let \( \bar{x}_1 = \bar{x}_2 = 1 \) a.u.. Degradation rate constants were then calculated such that \( A = 10 \) a.u. at time \( T = 24 \), where again \( A \) is the maximum amplitude of the response. Activation was achieved by letting \( x_2(t = 0) \to 0 \). To modify the flux, we defined flux multipliers \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) such that \( k'_3 = \theta_1 k_3 \) and \( k'_4 = \theta_2 k_4 \). Note that by virtue of Equations 3.3 and 3.4, values for \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) other than unity result in commensurate changes in \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) such that steady state is preserved. Figures 3.2.1A and B were achieved by letting \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) vary over the interval \([10^{-1}, 10^{+1}]\), then calculating the altered vector of rate constants \( \mathbf{k}' \) and simulating the model’s response to stimulation. Figure 3.2.1C required letting \( \theta_1 \) vary over this same interval while having \( \theta_2 = \theta_1 \). Finally, Figure 3.2.1D was achieved by letting \( \theta_2 \) vary over the same interval, and for each value of \( \theta_2 \), numerically calculating the value of \( \theta_1 \) that gave \( T = 24 \).

### 3.4.3 A model of p53 oscillations

All species, reactions, and rate equations required by our model of p53 oscillations are as previously described [35]. Our only modification was to scale the parameter values so that the rates of p53 and Mdm2 synthesis and degradation, as well as their steady state abundances, matched published observations (see Table 3.2.2). Specifically we let \( 1 \text{ Cs} = 5 \times 10^4 \) molecules and 1 hour (Batchelor et al.) be 1.33 hours. To derive a steady state solution for this model, we solved Equation 3.1 for the steady state abundance of Mdm2 and the rate of Mdm2-independent p53 degradation, giving
\[
\begin{align*}
k_1 &= \frac{k_9}{P} - \frac{k_5 k_{10}}{k_2}, \text{ and} \\
M &= \frac{k_{10}}{k_2}.
\end{align*}
\]

To simulate the response to ionizing radiation we used the (scaled) stimulus given in [35]. Namely, at time \( t = 0 \) we let the rate of Signal production, \( k_{11} \), go to \( 5 \times 10^5 \) molecules hour\(^{-1} \). This stimulus was either maintained indefinitely (Figures 3.2.2A-C) or for just 2 hours, followed by 22 hours of rest, followed by a second 2 hour stimulation (Figures 3.2.2D-F). Changes in p53 or Mdm2 flux were achieved as above, by defining modifiers \( \theta_P \) and \( \theta_M \) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
k_9' &= k_5 P M (\theta_P - 1), \\
k_2' &= \theta_M k_2, \text{ and} \\
k_{10}' &= \theta_M k_{10}.
\end{align*}
\]

Prior to stimulation, we let one modifier take values on the interval \([10^{-2}, 10^{-1}]\) while holding the other modifier constant. Equations 3.6 and 3.7 ensure that the p53-independent flux of Mdm2 is modified without affecting its steady state abundance. Equation 3.5, which is slightly more complicated, results in changes to the rate of Mdm2-independent p53 degradation, \( k_1 \), by modifying the independent parameter \( k_9 \), which controls the rate of p53 synthesis. This yields the desired

\[
k_1' = \theta_P k_1.
\]

Numerical integration was carried out to time \( t = 384 \) hours. After each integration, we defined \( A_\infty \) to be the minimum vertical distance between any adjacent peak and trough in phosphorylated p53, and \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) to be the amplitudes of the first and second peak, respectively. For more information on the time delay parameters \( \tau_i \) and \( \tau_m \), and their role in generating oscillations, see [176, 177].
3.4.4 A model of NF-κB activation

Our model of NF-κB activation is similar to the one described in [23], except the beta and epsilon isoforms of IκB have been removed. Our model has 10 species and 26 reactions, the majority of which are illustrated in Figure 3.2.3A. Rate equations and parameter values are identical to those in [23]. An analytical expression for the steady state of this model was found by solving Equation 3.1 for the following dependent variables: I, IK, INK, I_n, and IN, and the rate constants $k_{11}$, $k_{16}$, and $k_{19}$.

Activation of NF-κB is achieved by either of two, time-dependent numerical input variables, $T$ and $U$. $T$ modifies the activity of IKKK while $U$ modifies the efficiency of IκB translation. Both have a finite range of [0, 1] and have unstimulated, wildtype values of $T(t < 0) = 0.01$ and $U(t < 0) = 1.0$, respectively. The inflammatory stimulus TNF is modeled using a unique function $T(t)$ derived from *in vitro* kinase assays [12]. Since these assays only measured IKKK activity out to 4 hours, we extended each stimulus by assuming the value $T(t = 4 \text{ hours})$ is maintained out to $t = 24 \text{ hours}$. Justification for this can be found in the 24-hour kinase assays in [86], which shows no IKKK activity between 8 and 24 hours after TNF stimulation. UV stimulation is modeled using a step decrease in the value of $U$ from 1.0 to 0.5 for the entire 24 hours. This mimics the 50% reduction in translational efficiency observed in [23].

Steady state analysis of this model revealed that over 99% of all IκB was degraded via either of two pathways, futile (92%) and productive (7%). See Figure 3.2.3B for the composition of these pathways. To modify the flux through either pathway without altering any of the steady state abundances, the algebraic method described above proved absolutely necessary. Specifically, we solved Equation 3.2 for the unique set of basis vector coefficients such that the following conditions held: (1) only reaction rate constants involved in the targeted pathway were modified; (2) if a reaction on the pathway was reversible, its ratio of forward to reverse rate constants was preserved; and (3) the magnitude of an alteration was relative to the bottleneck reaction. For the futile flux this was $k_{26}$, the degradation of unbound IκB. For the productive flux it was $k_6$, the export of NF-κB-bound IκB.
As in the p53 models above, we then defined multipliers $\theta_F$ and $\theta_P$ such that

$$
\begin{align*}
    k'_{26} &= \theta_F k_{26} \\
    k'_6 &= \theta_P k_6.
\end{align*}
$$

Finally, to generate Figure 3.2.3 we let the appropriate multiplier take values on the interval $[10^{-2}, 10^{+1}]$ prior to stimulation with TNF or UV.

Dose response curves in Figure 3.3 were generated by letting $\theta_F$ take values in $\{10^{-2}, 10^{-1}, 10^0, 10^{+1}\}$ and simulating the response to varying doses of TNF and UV. To vary the TNF dose, we scaled the displacement of the numerical IKK activation curve above its basal value of 1% using log-spaced multipliers on the interval $[10^{-2}, 10^0]$. We call this multiplier the “stimulus strength”. A stimulus strength of $10^{-1.0}$, for example, yields the same basal IKK activity as the full TNF dose used in Figure 3.2.3, but a peak activity whose magnitude is just one-tenth that of the full dose. To measure the TNF response, we calculated an area under the curve (AUC) by subtracting NF-κB basal activity from the TNF-induced NF-κB activation curve, then integrated this curve from the point of stimulus to the time at which it becomes less than one-tenth the basal activity. All AUCs were normalized to the full TNF dose. To vary the UV dose we varied the magnitude of the displacement of $U$ from unity. A stimulus strength of 0.1, for example, results in a step decrease in $U$ from 1.0 to 0.9. Because the response to UV is sustained instead of transient, we plotted $A_U$ as a function of stimulus strength instead of the area under the curve.

Chapter 3, in full, is a reprint of material as it appears in PLoS Computational Biology. Loriaux, Paul M; Hoffmann, Alexander, Public Library of Science 2013. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.
Chapter 4

Kinetic network features are better predictors of TRAIL-induced cell death than static features

TNF-related apoptosis inducing ligand, or TRAIL, is a promising anti-cancer agent for its ability to selectively kill transformed cells. Intercellular heterogeneity, however, even in a clonal population of cells, causes variability in the response to TRAIL and poses a significant challenge to the discovery of prognostic biomarkers. To identify functionally relevant predictors of TRAIL sensitivity in a heterogeneous population of cells, we extensively sampled a validated mass action model of TRAIL-induced cell death using empirically-derived distributions of biochemical parameters. By quadratic programming feature selection, we find that just four features can emulate the full ODE model to within 78% accuracy. Remarkably, these four features are kinetic, not static. That is, they describe the rates of synthesis and degradation of Bar and XIAP, but not the abundances of the proteins themselves. This result is robust to large changes in parameter values, and argues that significant predictive information is lost when clinical specimens are fixed after biopsy instead of being used for live cell assays.
4.1 Introduction

The development of prognostic biomarkers to predict the cellular response to perturbation will revolutionize the diagnosis and treatment of human cancer [178, 179]. Overexpression of the estrogen or progesterone receptor, for example, or expression of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, identifies breast cancers that are effectively treated by the adjuvants Trastuzumab or Tamoxifen [180, 181]. In spite of these and other examples, however [182], identifying clinically useful biomarkers remains a considerable challenge [183, 184]. First, many candidate biomarkers are identified using high-throughput modalities that are prone to overfitting [185]. These modalities cannot easily distinguish between causative abnormalities and consequences of disease progression or the host response [186]. Second, at the time of detection, most cancers exhibit significant genetic and biochemical heterogeneity. Chemical treatment of a heterogeneous cell population results in a fractional response [187], and may select for aggressive subpopulations that are resistant to further treatment [188, 189]. For these reasons, identification of cellular features that are both functionally relevant to the intended therapy and predictive across a heterogeneous population of cells will significantly improve biomarker validation.

To address this challenge we developed a computational framework that combines bottom-up network analysis with top-down machine learning to identify a parsimonious set of biochemical features that accurately predict the response to chemical perturbation in a heterogeneous population of cells. We illustrate our framework using the anti-cancer therapeutic, rhTRAIL/APO2L (hereafter, “TRAIL”). TRAIL is a TNF family member that preferentially induces apoptosis in transformed cells [190]. Several TRAIL analogues are currently in clinical trials [67], but the response to TRAIL is heterogeneous and cell-type specific [191, 68]. A recent study has further shown that sister cells exhibit a strong correlation in their sensitivity to TRAIL, and that this correlation decays over time [66]. Biochemical variability caused by stochastic gene expression is therefore sufficient to explain the variability in response to TRAIL, and argues that accurate prediction of the response is feasible if the right biochemical features could be measured a priori.
To identify these features, we used a validated model of TRAIL-induced cell death based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [71], extended to include protein synthesis and degradation and assigned an analytical, non-trivial steady state [192]. By letting protein abundance and turnover parameters be described by random variables conforming to empirically-derived distributions, we were able to rapidly evaluate the response to TRAIL in a heterogeneous population of cells. Using quadratic programming feature selection, we first confirm that steady state can indeed serve as an accurate predictor of the response to TRAIL, independent of stimulus-induced dynamics. Second, we found that just four steady state features can achieve 78% of the accuracy of the full ODE model. This represents a 30-fold reduction in parametric complexity, and only a modest reduction in accuracy. It also supports our conjecture that predicting the outcome of a complex biochemical network in response to perturbation can be achieved with only a few high-quality measurements. Third, these features are overwhelmingly kinetic rather than static. That is, we show that the rates of synthesis and degradation of a few key regulatory molecules are considerably more informative than the absolute abundances of those or all other molecules combined. If correct, this result has strong implications for clinical diagnosis of drug sensitivity; it argues that significant predictive information is lost when clinical specimens are fixed after biopsy instead of being used for live cell assays.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 A heterogeneous model of TRAIL-induced cell death

To begin, we use ordinary differential equations to model the time-dependent behavior of 58 molecular species in response to stimulation by TRAIL. Our model is based on [71] and is described further in [192]. For a review of TRAIL-induced signaling, see [193, 194]. Briefly, we model TRAIL-mediated assembly of the death-inducing signaling complex (DISC) and subsequent activation of caspase 8. Active caspase 8 cleaves and activates caspase 3, but also Bid, which in turn activates cytoplasmic Bax. Activated Bax then enters the mitochondria to form tetrameric
Figure 4.1: A bistable model of TRAIL-induced cell death. A. A model of TRAIL-induced cell death that includes the original 58 species and 70 reactions introduced in [71], as well as 15 zero-order synthesis reactions, 28 first-order degradation reactions, and 2 first-order back-reactions resulting in deactivation of Mito and Apaf. The 43 synthesis and degradation reactions are represented by dashed lines emanating from or terminating in a gray “null” compartment. This compartment is intended to symbolize the boundaries of the system, not the extracellular environment. Other symbols are as described in [71]. The cytoplasm and mitochondria are shaded in yellow and rose, respectively. Species selected for dose-response analysis are shaded in blue. Dose-response curves for the eight species in (A) shaded in blue are B. DISC, C. active caspase 8, D. truncated Bid, E. active Bax monomers in the cytoplasm F. tetrameric Bax in the mitochondria, G. active caspase 3, H. Cytochrome C in the cytoplasm, and I. cleaved PARP. Each panel depicts the absolute abundance of the species at 48 hours after stimulation with TRAIL. The dose of TRAIL ranges from 1 to 100-fold its ambient abundance.
pores through which Cytochrome C is released into the cytoplasm. This event is commonly called mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization, or MOMP. Once in the cytoplasm, Cytochrome C catalyzes the formation of the Apoptosome, which results in degradation of XIAP and feed-forward activation of caspase 3. Activation of caspase 3 is required for chromatin condensation and DNA fragmentation (not modeled), and ultimately results in cell death [195, 196]. Because MOMP is irreversible [197], we used the abundances of tetrameric Bax (Bax4) and caspase 3-cleaved poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (cPARP) as indicators of cell fate [198, 42] (Figure 4.2.1A). In order to treat the steady state as an independent variable, we used py-substitution to derive an analytical expression for the steady state [199, 192]. The resulting expression has 119 independent parameters, 18 of which are species abundances, 100 of which are kinetic rate constants, and 1 of which describes the mitochondrial volume. The remaining 40 abundances and 15 rate constants are rational polynomials in the independent parameters.

To verify that our model was capable of distinguishing between high and low doses of TRAIL, we generated dose-response curves over a 100-fold increase in ligand abundance. At each dose we simulated the model to 48 hours and recorded the abundance of eight informative species (Figure 4.2.1B-I). The results clearly show two distinct dose-response regimes. At low doses there is a linear response in the DISC, but no caspase activation, Cytochrome C release, nor cleavage of PARP. At high doses there is complete Cytochrome C release, activation of caspases 3 and 8, and accumulation of cPARP. The model can therefore distinguish between perturbations that do and do not result in cell death. Next, we wanted to model a heterogeneous population of cells. Recent single-cell experiments suggest that protein abundances are gamma distributed [200]. This distribution arises naturally from Poisson production of messenger RNA, followed by exponentially-distributed bursts of protein translation [202]. A remarkable conclusion from this work is that for highly expressed proteins, the variance is proportional to the square of the mean. Using the abundances given in [71], we therefore calculated the variance, shape, and scale parameters of 14 independent species in our model (Figure 4.2.1A-B). By virtue of being constrained to the steady state, 40 depen-
Figure 4.2: Introducing heterogeneity into the bistable model of TRAIL-induced cell death. 

A. The a priori probability density function used for the abundance of the TRAIL receptor. Like other independent species abundances, we let this function be defined by a gamma distribution. The mean $\mu$ of the distribution is taken to be the value given in [71]; its variance $\sigma^2$ is taken to be one-tenth the square of the mean, i.e. the extrinsic noise limit described in [200]. From these, a shape $a$ and scale parameter $b$ was calculated according to the definition of the gamma distribution. 

B. A priori probability density functions for all 14 independent species abundances. Species are plotted front to back according to their index. 

C. A posteriori probability density functions for all 40 dependent species abundances. Each dependent species abundance is a rational polynomial in the independent parameters. 

D. A priori probability density function for the half-life of the TRAIL receptor. This and other protein half-lives were assigned a standard log-normal distribution with a nominal half-life of one hour, consistent with the observation that signaling proteins experience rapid turnover [201]. 

E. A priori probability density functions for all 11 primary protein half-lives, plotted according to their feature index. 

F. A posteriori probability density functions for the kinetic rate constants describing the efflux of 15 modified proteins and protein complexes.
dent species also assumed a probability distribution, albeit with higher variance (Figure 4.2.1C). In addition, protein half-lives in murine 3T3 cells are known to be log-normally distributed [62]. We therefore let 11 degradation rate constants follow a log-normal distribution with a coefficient of variation (CV) equal to 0.368, equivalent to a variance of 1 hour in the log-normal distribution of protein half-lives (Figure 4.2.1D-E). This short half-life was motivated by the observation that signaling proteins tend to be short-lived [201]. Again by virtue of steady state, 15 synthesis rate constants assumed a probability distribution as well (Figure 4.2.1F).

Next we sampled the model 20,000 times and simulated its response to an ambiguous dose of TRAIL (1,000 ligands per cell). Examining the abundance of four species - active caspase 3, cPARP, tetrameric Bax (Bax4), and cytoplasmic Cytochrome C - at 48 hours after stimulation revealed two distinct subpopulations (Figure 4.2.1A-D). Cells that experienced MOMP achieved the hyperactive steady state indicative of cell death. Cells that did not experience MOMP returned to their prestimulated steady states. Due to the symmetry and distance of the two subpopulations of Bax4 at 48 hours, we chose this as our primary response variable. We note that the abundance of Bax4 in the responding population is between 1 and 10 tetramers, in good agreement with the observation that only a few mitochondrial pores are required for MOMP [203]. After fitting with a two-component Gaussian mixture model, those that returned to their prestimulated steady states were scored as “alive” and assigned a response value of zero. Those that did not were scored “dead” and assigned a response value of one.

4.2.2 Steady state is an accurate predictor of the response to TRAIL

After binarizing the response, we returned to the prior empirical parameter distributions and calculated their correlation with the response. Note that random-valued parameters in the forward numerical integration problem are now “features” in the backward model selection problem, and hereafter we refer to them as such. We also distinguish between static and kinetic features. Static features are the steady state abundances of the molecular species. Kinetic features are the
Figure 4.3: Response of the heterogeneous model to an ambiguous dose of TRAIL. Shown here are the simulated abundances of four species at 48 hours following the addition of 1,000 molecules of TRAIL, for each of the 20,000 samples. The four species are A. active caspase 3, B. cleaved Parp, C. tetrameric Bax, and D. cytoplasmic Cytochrome C. For each panel, the left plot shows the absolute abundance of each species as a function of sequential sample number. Points are shaded by density and assigned a color post-analytically based on whether that abundance corresponds to a positive response (gray; cell dies), or a negative response (cyan; cell lives). The right plot in each panel shows a 1-D histogram of the response as well as the pair of Gaussians fitted to its density estimate (see Methods). The saddle point between the two Gaussians is indicated by the dashed line and distinguishes responsive from unresponsive samples.
Figure 4.4: Correlation between features and the binary response. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between each feature and the binary response variable derived from the abundance of tetrameric Bax at 48 hours (see Methods). The absolute values of the coefficients are shown here, sorted in decreasing order and color-coded to indicate whether the feature is an independent species (dark blue) or degradation rate constant (dark red), or a dependent species (light blue) or rate of synthesis (light red). Light and dark gray rectangular regions in the plot illustrate regions of weak and strong correlation, respectively.

rate constants that relate species abundances to the reaction velocities in which they participate. As shown in Figure 4.2.2, no single feature correlates well with the response to TRAIL. This is in agreement with the conclusion drawn by [66], where no single protein exhibits strong correlation with the time elapsed between administration of TRAIL and MOMP, unless artificially overexpressed.

We therefore asked whether we could accurately predict the response to TRAIL using a small subset of features. A confounding issue here is that the feature set is highly cross-correlated. In other words, any two features may be redundant; knowing both would be no more informative than knowing either feature in isolation. To account for redundancy we calculated the cross-correlation matrix (Figure 4.2.2). As expected, every feature perfectly cross-correlates with itself, as illustrated along the diagonal. Because the rates of protein synthesis were constrained to steady state, paired synthesis and degradation rates are highly correlated as well (clusters K1 and K2). Cluster K2 contains synthesis rates that
are well-correlated with the 40 dependent species abundances. Among the static features, we observe four clusters. Cluster S4 contains the independent species abundances, all of which exhibit low correlation with every other feature. Clusters S1, S2, and S3 are the receptor-proximal, post-mitochondrial, and mitochondrial clusters, respectively. The high degree of cross-correlation observed in cluster S3 argues that if the state of the mitochondria is a good predictor of TRAIL sensitivity, then only one mitochondrial feature will need to be measured. Similar arguments can be made for clusters S1 and S2. Figure 4.2.2 also illustrates that dependent features can cross-correlate if their steady state expressions are dominated by the same independent features. Thus, species that are well separated in the biochemical network, e.g. activated caspase 6 and cytoplasmic Bcl-2, are nevertheless strongly correlated due to the constraints imposed by steady state.

Using the correlation between each feature with the response, and the cross-correlation between every pair of features, we sought to identify a subset of maximally predictive, minimally redundant features for predicting the response to TRAIL. To do this we used quadratic programming feature selection [204], or QPFS. QPFS expresses this objective as a quadratic program and finds a vector of weights on the features that minimizes redundancy while maximizing relevance (see Methods). If we examine the QPFS-weighted correlations between each feature and the response, we see a dramatic reduction in complexity (Figure 4.2.2). In particular, above the weighted correlation thresholds of 0.3 and 0.12, we observe only four and twelve features, respectively. These are the rates of synthesis and degradation of BAR and XIAP, and above 0.12 the rates of synthesis and degradation of cytoplasmic Bcl-2, mitochondrial Bcl-2, Bid, and the steady state abundances of procaspase 8 and the TRAIL receptor.

To confirm the ability of these features to predict the response of the full ODE model, we used logistic regression to model the log-odds ratio of the probability of responding to TRAIL as a linear combination of the four or twelve features. To do this we divided the 20,000 simulated responses into equal sized training and test datasets. Regression coefficients were derived by maximum likelihood estimation on the training data using the statistical software package, R.
Figure 4.5: Cross-correlation between features. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between all pairs of features and plotted as a matrix. Hierarchical clustering was used to order the rows and columns, with clustering being performed separately for static versus kinetic features. Six clusters were identified after sorting, S1-S4, K1, and K2. We use hue to distinguish between cross-correlations within static features (blue), within kinetic features (red), and between static and kinetic features (violet). Color saturation is used to indicate the strength of the correlation, from weak (low saturation) to strong (high saturation).
Figure 4.6: QPFS weighted correlation between features and the binary response to TRAIL. Features are plotted in the same order as in Figure 4.2.2, but bar height now represents the QPFS-weighted correlation between each feature and the response to TRAIL rather than the raw, unweighted correlation. For comparison, the unweighted correlations are indicated here by the yellow silhouetted region. As before, features are color-coded to indicate whether they are independent species (dark blue), dependent species (light blue), degradation rate constants (dark red), or synthesis rates (light red).
We then compared predictions from the logistic regression models with the test data and found that they achieved 78% and 84% percent accuracy, respectively (Figure 4.2.3). This indicates that, when predicting the response to TRAIL, a substantial reduction in model complexity can be achieved with only a modest loss in accuracy.

4.2.3 Kinetic features outperform static features as predictors of the response to TRAIL

Our results strongly suggest that kinetic features are more powerful predictors of TRAIL-responsiveness than static features. Indeed, all seven of the best features are kinetic. Since only 33

An implicit parameter in the calculation of model accuracy is the threshold at which an unknown system is classified as responsive. By convention this threshold is zero, that being when the predicted probability of responding equals the probability of not responding. By altering this threshold, the fraction of true to false positives can be adjusted, yielding the well-known receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. To test whether kinetic regression models simply outperform static models at a particular classification threshold, we generated ROC curves for all 80 logistic regression models. Again, the results confirm that kinetic regression models are far more discriminatory than static regression models. As with the previous result, a kinetic regression model containing only the rates of synthesis and degradation of XIAP outperforms the static regression model incorporating all 54 steady state species abundances (Figure 4.3B).

Finally, it was recently shown that determinants of TRAIL-sensitivity are context dependent (Gaudet et al, 2012). For example, in the context of Bcl-2 over-expression, the steady state abundance of Bax is the primary regulator of TRAIL-responsiveness. With respect to our own observations, we wondered whether the dominance of kinetic features was an artifact of the short protein half-lives used in our model. To test this, we repeated our analysis using the slower half-lives reported in (Gaudet et al, 2012). We found that in this context, kinetic features still outperform static features when predicting the response to TRAIL. However, the
**Figure 4.7:** Prediction accuracy of a 4- and 12-feature logistic regression model. **A.** The four top-ranked features as identified by QPFS were used to build a logistic regression model. In decreasing order, those features are the rates of synthesis of BAR and XIAP, and the rates of degradation of XIAP and BAR. The model was trained on one half of the dataset of 20,000 simulations and tested on the other. The abscissa gives the predicted log-odds ratio of the probability of responding to TRAIL versus not responding. A value of zero corresponds to equal probability. Values greater than zero are predicted to respond to TRAIL (cells die; gray), while values less than zero are predicted not to respond (cells live; cyan). Samples in the first and second quadrant are those that actually responded to TRAIL according to the ODE model (positives). Samples in the third and fourth quadrant are those did not respond to TRAIL (negatives). **B.** As above, but the twelve top-ranked features as identified by QPFS were used instead. These include: the rates of synthesis and degradation of cytoplasmic Bcl-2, mitochondrial Bcl-2, Bid, and the steady state abundances of procaspase 8 and the TRAIL receptor.
features identified by QPFS now describe the turnover of Bax and Bcl-2 instead of Bar and XIAP. Thus while kinetic features are generally stronger predictors of TRAIL-responsiveness, feature identification is partly determined by the rate of global protein turnover.

4.3 Discussion

We have described a framework for identifying a parsimonious set of biochemical features that accurately predicts the response to chemical perturbation in a heterogeneous population of cells. This framework is made possible by the following, recent advances: 1) an experimentally validated, reaction network model of the biological process in question [71], 2) computational methods for deriving an analytical expression for the steady state of the network [192] and incorporating kinetic variability [201], 3) single cell experiments that describe the distributions of proteins in a heterogeneous population [200], and 4) a method to identify subsets of features that are simultaneously predictive and non-redundant [204].

The potential application of model reduction techniques to biomarker discovery cannot be overstated. To date, over 300 curated, quantitative models of cell decision and signaling processes have been developed [205]. Reducing these models to “representative kernels” can help quantify the functional importance of candidate markers and filter out false-positives [206]. Typical model reduction techniques either prune out inconsequential reactions [207, 208] or coarse-grain the dynamic variables using low-dimensional surrogates [209]. While both these techniques eliminate insensitive variables, the resulting model is still a system of differential equations that requires numerical integration. An alternative approach is to “emulate” the network model using a statistical meta-model [210, 211]. Since numerical integration is not required for these emulators, changes in input parameters can be rapidly mapped to changes in the response. Our method extends this approach by considering only the biologically relevant response (cell death) and incorporating physiological distributions on the input parameters. As a result, we can build an informative classifier for a heterogeneous population of cells using
Figure 4.8: Kinetic features outperform static features. A. Static-only (blue) or kinetic-only (red) features were iteratively added to a logistic regression model in order of their QPFS ranking and the models trained and tested as before. The accuracy of each model as a function of its size is shown here, where “All” indicates either all 56 static features or all 26 kinetic features. An accuracy of 0.5 is equivalent to random guessing. B. For each of the 56 static and 26 kinetic regression models, a receiver operating characteristic curve was generated by varying the classification threshold for responders and non-responders over the entirety of its range.

only $\approx 10^3$ simulations.

After applying our framework to a model of TRAIL-induced cell death, our first conclusion is that the resting state of a signaling system can indeed serve as a good predictor of its response to perturbation. That is, a logistic regression model that considers only four steady state features will, four times out of five, accurately predict the response to TRAIL compared to the full ODE model. A priori, there is no reason to think that this should be possible. The dynamics of TRAIL-induced signaling effectors are highly non-linear. That the response to TRAIL can be modeled as a linear combination of just four steady state features is therefore surprising. Of course, it will be interesting to see whether this conclusion generalizes to other biological systems. One hallmark of TRAIL-induced cell death is that it does not appear to be sensitive to stochastic fluctuations [66]. In systems that are sensitive to stochastic fluctuation, we would expect this correlation
between steady state and stimulus-responsiveness to be compromised, but to what
degree requires further study.

For TRAIL, we find that the rates of protein synthesis and degradation, or flux, of XIAP and Bar are the strongest predictors of the response. These are followed by the fluxes of Bid and Bcl-2 and the steady state abundances of the receptor and procaspase 8. The locality of these features in the reaction network lends credibility to this finding. Bar and XIAP are at the points of bifurcation and convergence of the mitochondrial feed forward loop, respectively. The original ODE model was trained on data derived from HeLa cells, for which MOMP is normally required for cell death [212]. The turnover of proteins that control this bifurcation are therefore good predictors of the response. It is interesting that predictive power migrates to Bax and Bcl-2 when global protein stability is increased by 60-fold. This suggests a greater role for the mitochondria in the context of slow protein turnover, and may constitute an additional determinant of Type I versus Type II behavior in these cells, in addition to the steady state ratio of caspase 3 abundance to XIAP [111].

In contrast, some features are conspicuously low in the QPFS rankings. For example, it has been observed that cells can be sensitized to TRAIL by up-regulation of the receptor [213] or down-regulating the anti-apoptotic FLIP [214]. However, neither of these features figure prominently in the QPFS rankings. Two explanations are possible. The first is that these molecules are indeed critical, but this effect is mediated through other features that themselves are better predictors of the response. For example, FLIP inhibits procaspase 8 processing. Downregulation of FLIP may therefore lead to decreased abundance of procaspase 8, which QPFS identifies as being a strong predictor of TRAIL sensitivity. The second possibility is that these features may acquire predictive power depending on the cell type and condition, as observed above and in [111, 98].

Finally, we conclude that kinetic features are stronger predictors of TRAIL-induced cell death than static features. This conclusion does not appear to be sensitive to the mean of the kinetic feature distribution. Whether the global protein-half life is modeled at 1 or 66 hours, QPFS identifies the fluxes of Bar and XIAP, or
Bax and Bcl-2 respectively, as the most powerful predictors of TRAIL responsiveness. In contrast, when the CV of the kinetic feature distribution is reduced from 0.386 to 0.25 (as reported in [98], we see a slight reduction in the dominance of kinetic features (Supplementary Figure 4.2.1). This observation is not surprising, however. In the limit where the variance of a feature is so small as to be effectively constant, knowing that feature will have no impact on classification. Since genome-wide measurements of protein half-life suggest a CV between 0.48 and 2.28 [114, 115, 62], we conclude that, in general, kinetic features dominate static features when predicting the response to TRAIL. Indeed, static features that were treated as independent random variables in the present study have been shown to be cross-correlated [98]. Incorporating these empirical cross-correlations into the QPFS rankings would further dilute their predictive power and contribute to the overall dominance of kinetic features.

In support of this conclusion, work from our laboratory shows that steady state flux can exert significant control over the dynamic response to perturbation [201]. In other words, isostatic signaling networks have a high degree of dynamic plasticity, and only when certain protein flux parameters are constrained can a particular stimulus-response behavior be observed. What is surprising, however, is that both synthesis and degradation rates of the same species are relevant and non-redundant predictors. In the case of TRAIL, the six best kinetic predictors are the synthesis and degradation of XIAP, Bar, and cytoplasmic Bcl-2. Why this might be warrants further study, but also suggests an improvement to the framework presented here. If both synthesis and degradation are good predictors, than the ratio of these two features may be a better predictor still. This suggests that simple functions of primary features should themselves be considered for ranking by QPFS, and indeed may reduce the size of the resulting regression model even further.

We envision that this work can help steer the development of next generation diagnostics. If the results with TRAIL hold for other systems, and indeed kinetic features are generally more powerful predictors than static features, then this necessitates development of sensitive assays for measuring kinetic parameters
in primary cells, perhaps via pulse-labeling with non-radioactive isotopes followed by quantitative mass spectrometry or RNA sequencing [215, 216, 62]. It also argues that valuable information is lost as soon as cells are fixed, and that diagnoses on primary human tissue samples should be performed using live cells, prior to fixation. Alternatively, it may be possible to infer the values of kinetic features from other, more easily addressable static features. For example, the rate of degradation of a particular protein may be inferable from the abundance of the E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets it for degradation. The rate of protein synthesis is largely determined by mRNA abundance [217], which itself is inferable from the state of the corresponding promoter [218]. Thus while our framework uses information about the biochemical mechanism of drug action and physiological distributions of biochemical parameters to identify a parsimonious set of predictive features, further work may be required to translate these findings into clinically feasible diagnostics.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Model Construction

To construct a bi-responsive model of TRAIL-induced apoptosis, the Albeck model was extended to include 15 synthesis reactions, 28 degradation reactions, and deactivation reactions for the species Mito and Apaf. An analytical expression for the steady state was derived using Maple version 14 and a py-substitution strategy that preserved all internal reaction kinetics and steady state species abundances as reported in the Albeck model [192]. The 45 new reactions required 31 additional parameters, 28 of them being degradation rate constants. For these we imposed a nominal half-life of one hour, justified by the observation that signaling proteins tend to be short lived [201]. Several species half-lives were then manually adjusted to better fit published dynamic profiles for active caspase 8, caspase 3, and cleaved Parp. They are: the Bar-caspase 8 complex, caspase 6, cleaved Parp, the TRAIL ligand, cytoplasmic Cytochrome C, and Bar. Inactivation of Mito and Apaf were assumed to be 10 times faster than protein degradation.

Heterogeneity in the steady state was achieved by letting 14 independent
steady state abundances be gamma distributed and 11 independent degradation rate constants be log normally distributed. Variance in the species abundances was set equal to one-tenth the square of the mean, i.e. the “extrinsic noise limit” observed in [200]. Mean abundances were taken from [71]. For each gamma distribution, the scale parameter was calculated from the square of the mean over the variance, and the shape parameter from the variance over the mean. Degradation rate constants were assumed to have a CV of 0.368, equivalent to a variance of 1 in the log-normal distribution of protein half-lives. 40 species and 15 kinetic parameters likewise assumed a probability distribution by virtue of being constrained to steady state (Figure 4.2.1A). Only the internal reaction kinetics, as well as degradation rates of complexes and modified species, remained constant.

4.4.2 Feature Selection and Regression

To sample the heterogeneous population described by our TRAIL model, values were chosen for each of the 25 independent, random parameters according to their prescribed probability density functions. These values were then used to calculate the 57 dependent parameters whose values were constrained by steady state. To simulate each sample’s response to stimulation, we instantaneously added 1000 molecules of TRAIL and numerically integrated the system to 48 hours post-stimulation using SciLab version 5.3, using the “stiff” backward differentiation formula method.

To score the outcome of the simulation, the amount of tetrameric Bax or cleaved PARP at 48 hours was recorded and fit to a mixture of two univariate Gaussians using expectation maximization. The abundance of tetrameric Bax at 48 hours for each steady state sample was given a Z-score for each Gaussian and assigned to the population for which the Z-score was smaller. Samples that were assigned to the Gaussian with the higher mean were assigned a response variable of 1, indicating a positive response to TRAIL. Those that were assigned to the Gaussian with the lower mean were assigned a response variable of 0, indicating a negative response to TRAIL.

Once binarized, the Pearson correlation statistic was calculated between
each of the 82 features and the response. Again note that for classification, we refer to the 82 random valued parameters as features. Also, the same Pearson correlation statistic was calculated between every pair of features. The absolute values of these correlation statistics yielded a feature relevance vector \( F \) and a redundancy, or cross-correlation matrix \( Q \), respectively. From these, a weight vector \( x \) was calculated that minimizes the quadratic program

\[
x = \min \left\{ \frac{1}{2} (1 - \alpha) x^T Q x - \alpha F^T x \right\}
\]

where the weighting factor \( \alpha \) was calculated empirically by dividing the mean of \( F \) by the mean of \( Q \). Further, because the matrix \( Q \) was singular, we approximated it using its eigenvalue decomposition as suggested in [204] using a cumulative eigenvalue threshold of 0.999.

Once the optimal vector of weights was identified, we used this as an ordering by which to incorporate features into a logistic regression model. Specifically, we modeled the log-odds ratio of the probability of responding to TRAIL versus not responding as a linear combination of the steady state features. Maximum likelihood estimates of the regression coefficients was achieved using the \text{glm} function in R, with the link function “logit”. Model accuracy was calculated as the fraction of true positive and true negatives over all predictions. ROC curves were obtained by iterating the log-odds ratio threshold over its full range of possible values, and at each value calculating the true and false positive rates, i.e. the ratio of true to total positives, and the ratio of false to total negatives, respectively.

Chapter 4, in part, is currently being prepared for submission for publication. Loriaux, Paul M; Elkan, Charles; Hoffmann, Alexander. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this chapter I reflect on the origins and evolution of the projects discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, and discuss how the results described therein could be expanded upon.

5.1 Chapter 2

The \textit{py}-substitution method was borne out of attempts to parameterize a comprehensive model of TNF-induced cell death via activation of NF-κB, MAPK, and caspase 8. Rather than resort to nonlinear optimization heuristics [32, 56, 219], I hoped to relate the parameters in this model to “observables” that could be measured in the laboratory. This approach is illustrated in Figure 5.1, where the parameterization of a simple two-reaction system are shown to require four observable quantities.

Figure 5.1 first appears in a presentation given during lab meeting on September 18, 2007, but itself is a refined version of a figure presented on June 5th of that same year. Even then the trade-offs of \textit{py}-substitution were well-recognized. A slide from June 5th lists “takes a while to parameterize” and “adds inertia to model structure” as detriments of the method, but “rate constants removed from model formulation” and “steady state becomes a model input” as potential benefits. These trade-offs still hold true six years later. As shown in Chapter 2, \textit{py}-substitution can indeed eliminate inescrutable rate constants from the set of in-
Consider the bimolecular reaction in which species A is converted to B by species C, and the opposing, unimolecular deconversion of B back into C:

\[ v_1 : A + C \rightarrow B + C \]
\[ v_2 : B \rightarrow A \]

The dynamic mass balance equations are

\[ \frac{dA}{dt} = v_1 - v_2 \]
\[ \frac{dB}{dt} = v_1 - v_2 \]

From which we may observe that the sum \( A + B \) is constant. We will denote this quantity by the observable \( \alpha = A + B \). Assuming simple mass action kinetics, we may write the dynamic mass balance equation for \( B \) as

\[ \frac{dB}{dt} = k_1 AC - k_2 B = k_1 C(\alpha_1 - B) - k_2 B = k_1 \alpha_2 C - k_1 k_2 \frac{\alpha_1 - \alpha_2}{\alpha_1} \]

For convenience define \( \alpha = k_1 C + k_2 \) and \( \beta = k_1 \alpha C + k_2 \), then

\[ \frac{d\beta}{dt} = \beta - \alpha \beta \]

Thus the rate of change of \( B \) decreases linearly with \( \alpha \) from \((0, \beta)\) to \((\alpha, \beta/\alpha)\):

An analytical solution for \( B \) can be derived by multiplying through by \( e^{\alpha t} \):

\[ b(t) = \frac{\beta}{\alpha} - ce^{\alpha t} \]

Again we see that the steady state concentration of \( B \) is given by

\[ \lim_{t \to \infty} \left( \frac{\beta}{\alpha} + ce^{\alpha t} \right) = \frac{\beta}{\alpha} \]

Let observables \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) be the steady state concentrations of \( B \) and \( C \), respectively. Then

\[ \alpha_2 = \frac{\beta}{\alpha} \]

and from the original definitions of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \):

\[ k_1 \rho_2 \alpha_2 - k_2 (k_1 \rho_1 + k_2) \]

\[ = k_1 \rho_2 \alpha_2 - k_1 \rho_1 \alpha_2 \]

If we are only interested in steady state concentrations, we may choose \( k_i \) arbitrarily and be done. To constrain the kinetics of this system, we must specify the half-life of the exponential term. Let this half-life be given by the observable \( \alpha_1 \), then

\[ \alpha = \frac{\ln(1/2)}{\alpha_1} - k_2 \]

In summary, from four observable quantities:

\[ \alpha_1 = \text{total concentration of } A + B \]
\[ \alpha_2 = \text{s.s. concentration of } B \]
\[ \alpha_3 = \text{s.s. concentration of } C \]
\[ \alpha_4 = \text{half life of exponential decay from } B \text{ to } \alpha \]

allow us to fully parameterize the system as follows:

\[ A_2 = \alpha_1 - \alpha_2 \]
\[ B_2 = \alpha_2 \]
\[ C_2 = \alpha_3 \]
\[ k_i = \frac{\rho_i \ln(1/2)}{\alpha_1 \alpha_2} \]

\[ k_i = \frac{\ln(1/2)(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)}{\alpha_1 \alpha_2} \]

**Figure 5.1**: This figure illustrates the rational parameterization of a simple, reversible chemical conversion.
dependent parameters. And in Section 2.3.3, we show that using \textit{py}\text{-substitution}, the steady state can be systematically altered to characterize its effect on the cellular response to stress. These, in addition to a reduction in the total number of parameters required, are cited in [192] as being three benefits of having an analytical steady state expression.

Even with modern symbolic solvers, however, deriving such an expression can be cumbersome. For this reason, even small changes in model structure must be made judiciously. So while \textit{py}\text{-substitution} has now been applied to over 20 different models, there are still avenues for improvement. First, in Section 2.2 we show that a particular steady state solution is the linear combination of basis vectors spanning the null space of the coefficient matrix. Identifying these basis vectors requires a row reduction of the coefficient matrix. Because symbolic expressions do not simplify like numeric ones do (the symbolic sum of two variables “a” and “b” is a new variable “a+b” requiring twice the memory; numerically, the sum of two floating point numbers, 2.2 and 7.1, is just another floating point number, 9.3), each row operation during the reduction effectively doubles the number of terms in the reduced row. The result is “term explosion”, which causes some steady state expressions to exceed physical memory (see Section 2.3.2). Because row reduction is deterministic, however, the complexity of the steady state solution could be calculated \textit{a priori}, using information about the structure of the reaction network and the substitution strategy.

At a minimum, this calculation could be used to identify impractical network architectures and substitution strategies. Or it could help identify a memory architecture that supports a full symbolic solution. An alternative, however, may be to use a hybrid approach to reduce the overall complexity of the solution. Recall from above that systems of numerical equations are far less burdensome than symbolic ones. This suggests that, after the initial mapping $\psi_{py}$, a subset of independent parameters in \mathcal{P} could be mapped to real numbers. These numerical quantities can be combined arithmetically during row reduction, yielding a significant reduction in overall solution complexity. These real-valued parameters must be constant for all subsequent analyses, however, so this mapping must be made judiciously, on
parameters whose values are known with some confidence.

Finally, as discussed in Section 2.3.2, there are multiple but finite solutions to the steady state equation for a given model. This has ramifications where perturbations to the steady state are concerned. Consider a simple model with a single protein that is synthesized and degraded. The steady state abundance of this protein can be perturbed by adjusting its rate of synthesis, the degradation rate constant, or both. As Chapter 3 convincingly shows, the choice of perturbation will affect the model’s response to stimulation. So which is correct? The answer is that, without full knowledge of what causes the change in abundance, all solutions are possible. In the work just described, dynamic effects caused by changes in steady state were conditioned by our particular choice of perturbation. Thus Figure 1.4D illustrates the effect on dynamics caused by changes in the steady state abundance of the inhibitor, Y, due to changes in its rate of synthesis. The same changes in the steady state abundance of Y due to changes to its rate of degradation may yield a different result. This suggests that a comprehensive exploration of the effects of steady state on stimulus-responsiveness should consider all steady state perturbations, not just specific ones. This calls for exhaustive identification of all steady state solutions, rather than the manual partition of model elements into sets $\mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{Q}$, as described in Chapter 2.

5.2 Chapter 3

Our manuscript, “A Protein Turnover Signaling Motif Controls the Stimulus-Sensitivity of Stress Response Pathways”, followed directly from the work of a previous student in the lab, Dr. Ellen O’Dea Mercado [123, 23]. This work identified the instability of unbound $I\kappa B\alpha$ as a critical mediator of canonical NF-$\kappa B$ sensitivity in response to stress. This prompted the question: what is the functional distinction between rapid protein turnover in a negative regulator like $I\kappa B\alpha$, versus a positive regulator like p53? Our manuscript explores this question in some detail, (see, e.g., Section 3.2.1), but falls short of any universal claims because “responsiveness” in the p53 and NF-$\kappa B$ pathways could not be rigorously defined.
Nevertheless, our extension of \( py \)-substitution to identify isostatic perturbations allowed us to demonstrate that the flux of I\( \kappa \)B\( \alpha \), p53, and Mdm2 exert significant control over the sensitivities of these pathways, and may explain why the physiological rates of turnover of these molecules are so high.

For this reason, early versions of the \( py \)-substitution manuscript — dating back to January 2010 — include flux analyses of p53 and I\( \kappa \)B, as these were intended to be the “methodology” and “results” sections of a single manuscript. Two observations prompted its dissolution into separate projects. First, contemporary publications from the laboratories of Drs. Scott Diamond [109], Jeremy Gunawardena [78], and Dan Beard[82], indicated that there was sufficient interest in the community for methods that identify or manipulate the steady states of mass action models. Second, our own description of \( py \)-substitution required so much space that it seemed to warrant a manuscript in its own right. By February 2012, a mature draft of the protein turnover manuscript was written, but it was not submitted until August 17\(^{th} \), the delay being caused primarily by the \( py \)-substitution manuscript which we intended to co-submit as its “companion”. Retrospectively, attempting to coordinate the co-submission of these two manuscripts may have been one of the greatest misjudgments of my graduate career. The motivation at the time, however, was that this protein turnover manuscript would help carry \( py \)-substitution into PLoS Computation Biology, which at the time, frowned on submissions whose focus was methodological (this policy has since been reversed).

There are several ways to extend the results presented in Chapter 3. The first is obviously to pursue some of the computational predictions. For example, we mentioned that mouse embryonic fibroblasts lacking IGF-1R exhibit reduced p53 synthesis and degradation, but normal protein abundance, and are insensitive to DNA damage. Our theoretical analysis suggests that pulses of p53 in response to IR require rapid turnover of p53. A simple experiment might therefore be to express GFP-tagged p53 in \( igf1r^{-/-} \) cells, then see whether p53 oscillates in response to IR. If not, as we would predict, this may explain why these cells are insensitive to DNA damage. For I\( \kappa \)B\( \alpha \), rapid turnover of the unbound monomer was shown to be mediated by a single tyrosine residue in its C-terminal PEST domain (Y289).
Figure 5.2: Isostatic control of p53 activation by two p53 degradation pathways. A. Two pathways for p53 degradation, Mdm2-independent and -dependent. The rates of p53 degradation through these two pathways are controlled by the multipliers $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$, respectively. B. Decreasing $\theta_1$ while increasing $\theta_2$ results in higher amplitudes of p53 activity but with the same timing. C. Increasing both $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ results in earlier activation of p53, but no change in amplitude.
Stable expression of a Y289F mutant IκBα in an \( \text{nfkbia}^{-/-} \) background under a weak promoter would result in reduced IκBα flux but normal steady state abundance. Our computational analysis predicts that these cells would be hypersensitive to stimulation by UV or low doses of TNF. For molecules for which natural “flux-mutations” do not exist, we suggest in Chapter 3 that one could be engineered using a combination of tet-responsive promoters and clpXP protease recognition sequences.

A second extension to our work is theoretical. First, although Chapter 3 focuses on the control of p53 and NF-κB activation through a paired positive and negative regulatory flux motif, these are not the only two isostatic perturbations that exist in these models. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, the dynamic response of p53 to stimulation can also be controlled by the Mdm2-dependent and -independent degradation pathways — independently, that is, of the flux of Mdm2 itself. This suggests that any number of dynamic response characteristics can be controlled by an equal number of isostatic perturbations. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the isostatic subspace for a model contains as many perturbations as there are reaction loops. Synthesis and degradation cycles are just another example of this. Reversible reactions are another. If boundaries can be assigned to the flux through these loops, then we can simulate the “dynamic plasticity” of a model around its physiological steady state. This would constitute an extension of previous work on extreme pathways [220] and steady state sampling [221] into the non-equilibrium behavior of models with nonlinear dynamics.

Finally, an admitted shortcoming of our conclusion in Chapter 3 is that we were not able to rigorously define “sensitivity” and “specificity”. In response to reviewers’ comments on the corresponding manuscript, an attempt to do so was made, using the prototypical negative feedback model where \( \bar{x}_1 = \bar{x}_2 = 1 \), and \( k_1 = k_2 = k_3 = k_4 = 1 \). We then examined the effects of all isostatic and anisostatic perturbations on the response to all four possible stimuli (Figure 5.2). Initial results are shown in Figure 5.3 using the area under the activation curve relative to wildtype as a dynamic response variable. Prior to each stimulus, the steady state was perturbed by reducing (red traces) or increasing (green traces) the
Figure 5.3: A prototypical negative feedback model with four stimuli. The prototypical negative feedback model shown in Figure 3.1 was expanded to include all four possible stimuli. These are: increased synthesis of the Activator (S1), decreased synthesis of the Inhibitor (S2), decreased degradation of the Activator (S3), and increased degradation of the Inhibitor (S4).
Activator flux (row 1), Inhibitor flux (row 2), Activator synthesis (row 3), Inhibitor synthesis (row 4), Activator degradation (row 5), or Inhibitor degradation (row 6). The stimulus parameter $\gamma$ gives the $\log_2$ ratio of stimulus duration to stimulus intensity. The final column, “Entropy”, provides a measure of how well the four stimuli can be distinguished for a particular perturbation and value of $\gamma$.

Though preliminary, some conclusions can be drawn from these early analyses. First, as $\gamma$ increases (stimuli go from short and intense to long and weak), the ability to distinguish between stimuli vanishes. This suggests that stimulus specificity is a function of the non-equilibrium behavior of the network, a topic that is currently being explored in greater detail by Marcelo Behar in our laboratory (unpublished results). The second observation is that stimuli S2-S4, as well as perturbations 3-5 (Activator and Inhibitor synthesis, and Activator degradation), yield remarkably similar results. Thus, some stimuli and steady state perturbations are degenerate with respect to the stimulus-induced dynamics and have no bearing on stimulus-specificity. Finally, however, it isn’t immediately obvious why evolution would select for high flux and not high flux plus increased protein abundance. Even though we show that high flux is important for stimulus sensitivity, we have yet to identify the functional constraint on protein abundance.

5.3 Chapter 4

The origins of our work with TRAIL are slightly obscure. In May, 2010, I contacted Dr. Glenn Tesler to request his help in solving the steady state equation for the original EARM model by John Albeck [71]. This led to the use of Maple over Matlab for our symbolic operations, and much of the material now discussed in Section 2.3.2. Three months later, in a presentation during lab meeting, I postulated that simulated data could be used in place of real data for the purposes of predicting the response to TRAIL. The advantage of simulated data is that it is abundant and can expose mechanistic insight. The disadvantage is that it this data is blind to mechanisms that aren’t included in the model. Steady state sampling of our extended TRAIL model [192] began in February 2011, which, under
Figure 5.4: Exhaustive analysis of steady state control of stimulus-responsiveness in a prototypical negative feedback model. The prototypical negative feedback model shown in Figure 5.2 was stimulated by each of four possible stimuli, S1-S4. Prior to stimulation, the steady state was perturbed by reducing (red traces) or increasing (green traces) the Activator flux (row 1), Inhibitor flux (row 2), Activator synthesis (row 3), Inhibitor synthesis (row 4), Activator degradation (row 5), or Inhibitor degradation (row 6). For each stimulus, the area under the activation curve is shown ($\int_{t=0}^{\infty} \text{Act}(t) - \text{Act}(t = 0) \, dt$), as a function of the stimulus shape parameter $\gamma$, where the value $2^\gamma$ gives the ratio of stimulus duration to stimulus intensity. The Entropy column provides a measure of how well the four stimuli can be distinguished for a particular perturbation and value of $\gamma$. 
the guidance of Dr. Charles Elkan, developed over the course of the following month into a masters research project in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering. In August of that year, the core of the current manuscript was presented during lab meeting, and a mature draft was completed by October, 2011. Submission of the manuscript was delayed first for possible coordination with a similar manuscript from the laboratory of Dr. Peter Sorger [98], and then in reaction to that manuscript after it was accepted to PLoS Computation Biology. A revised manuscript was submitted to Nature Molecular Systems Biology in October 2012, but was not sent out for review. Subsequent work has focused on defining the context in which our conclusions from Chapter 4 are valid.

To that end, our first thought was to vary the global mean and variance of the protein abundance and flux parameters. To do so we introduced “gross physiological parameters” to control the global protein abundance (GPA), extrinsic noise limit (XNL), global protein half-life (GPH), and half-life standard deviation (HSD). These acted as modifiers on the wildtype parameterization of our extended TRAIL model, where for a given steady state abundance $\bar{x}$ and degradation rate constant $k$, their modified values are given by

\begin{align}
\bar{x}' &\sim \Gamma(\text{GPA} \cdot \bar{x}, 0.1 \cdot \text{XNL}) \\
\frac{1}{2} \ln N(\text{GPH}, 0.1 \cdot \text{HSD}).
\end{align}

The parameters GPA, XNL, and HSD all took values on the interval $[2^{-3}, 2^3]$, while GPH took values on the interval $[2^0, 2^6]$, because our wildtype half-life of 1 hour was already quite short. For each value of these parameters, we sampled our model 2,000 times and generated the QPFS-weighted rankings as described in Chapter 4. Figure 5.3 shows the sum of kinetic (red) versus static (blue) weights for a given value of each of the four gross physiological parameters. The results show that kinetic features do indeed generally outperform static features, as suggested by our wildtype parameterization. This dominance is particularly pronounced for high values of global protein abundance and low values of the extrinsic noise limit, as well as high values of the half-life standard deviation. These last two results
make sense, in that, as the width of a feature distribution vanishes to zero, so does
it’s ability to predict the response. One particularly interesting result, however, is
that the global protein half-life has no bearing on kinetic versus static dominance.
The reason for this observation has not been investigated.
Figure 5.5: Sensitivity of kinetic superiority in the QPFS weighted rankings to gross changes in model parameters. The global protein abundance (GPA), extrinsic noise limit (XNL), global protein half-life (GPH), and half-life standard deviation (HSD) were varied over a 2^6-fold range and the QPFS weighted rankings of all kinetic versus all static features generated as described in Chapter 4. Equations 5.1 and 5.2 describe how these parameters affect the other model parameters.
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